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CHAPTER I
THAILAND; THE GENERAL INFORMATION
The discussions on the economic development of Thailand will
be incomplete without the knowledge of the general information about
the country. This chapter wilt deal with the historical, geographi
cal, social, cultural, and economic conditions of Thailand.
HISTORY
Thailand which means the land of the free, was since long
known to Westerners as Si am. In 1939, the name was changed to Thai
land. The country has never been a colony and enjoyed more than
seven centuries of independence. Over a thousand years ago, the Thai
people originated in the Hinterland, now called the Yunnan Province
in Southern China. They began to migrate to Northern Thailand during
the period between 600 and 1,300 A.D., and they moved southward in
successive migration from the Yangtze River. The credible history of
Thailand dates from the third century.
The first Thai King of Sukhothai was popularly known as Phra
Ruang. King Ramkhamhaeng, a son of Phra Ruang, who became the third
King of Sukhothai during 1275-1317 and for the first time the Thai-
began writing Thai language by using an alphabet adopted from the
Cambodians. In 1350 the capital was transferred to Ayutthaya about
200 miles from Sukhothai until 1769 when Phraya Taksin had reunited
Thai anc established a new capi
lay in ruin after the war



















(the present dynasty) and moved the capital from Thon Buri to Bangkok,
GEOGRAPHY
Thailand lies at the heart of Southeast Asia from North 5 3'
to 20 and from East 97 30' to 105 36*. The nation today, covers
198,000 square miles (514,000 square kilometers) of which 53 percent
out of the total area is forest, 2k percent is farm land, 1 percent
is swamp, and 22 percent is unclassified. Out of the farm holding
51 percent is under paddy, 17 percent under dry land crops, 13 percent
tree crops, 9 percent woodland, and the remaining 10 percent other*
Thailand is bordered on the West and Northwest by the Indian Ocean
and Burma; on the East and Northeast by Cambodia and Laos, on the
South by Malaysia.
Thailand may be divided into five major geographic regions:
the Central Plain or Chao Phraya River Valley; the Continental High
lands of the North and Northeast; the Northeast; the Southeast Coast,
and Peninsular. For economic development research the country is
divided into four regions; the Central Plain dominated by paddy crop;
the South with rubber plantation and tin mines; the Northeast has
dry rice farming; and the forest in the North. The most fertile or
hearth of both Thailand and Thai people is the Central Plain which
is fronting the Gulf of Siam (Thailand) and enclosed on three sides
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National Economic Development Board, "Economic Progress of
Thailand: Selected Indicators," Bangkok, December 1969, Mimeographed,
p. 1 •
by hills and mountains*
CLIMATE
Thailand has a tropics! monsoon climate, humid, and warm all
year around. For most of the country the year is divided roughly
into three seasons. The southwest monsoon brings the rainy season
from June to October, hot and dry from March to June, and the north
east monsoon brings tropical cold from October through February.
Annual rainfall is from 30 to 120 inches. Temperatures vary region
ally and seasonal, from 65 F in the winter season to a high of 100 F
during the hot season.
LANGUAGE
Language in Thailand has usually been incorporated from Pali
and Sanskrit. The Thai language is spoken in four major dialects
corresponding to the four geographical regions of the country* They
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are: (1) Central Thai (formerly called Siamese), the dialect of
Bangkok and the Central Plain and the official standard dialect;
(2) Northeastern Thai, which includes Kham Lao, the major Lao dia
lect of Northeast Thailand is basically the same as the dialect spoken
in the Vientiane and also Thai Khorat, a dialect spoken around Nakhon
Ratchasima in Northeast Thailand; (3) Northern Thai or Kham Muang
(sometimes called Phaasaa Lannathai, or Thai Yuan), the main dialect
of North Thailand; and (4) Southern Thai (sometimes called Dambro)
the dialect of Peninsular Thailand. The communication among the
speakers of different dialect is not difficult.
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George L. Harris, Jackson A. Giddens, Thomas E. Lux, Frederica
Muhlenberg Bunge, Frances Chadwick Rintz, Rinn-Sup, Harvey H. Smith,
"Area Handbook for Thailand.11 U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 1966, p. 80.
The written Thai language traditionally dates back to 1283
A.D. King Ramkhamhaeng the Great who introduced the Thai alphabet.
Thai alphabet contains kh consonants and about 30 vowels and diph
thong forms which may be written below* above, before, or after the
consonants on a line. It is necessary to combine several one syllable
words to get a more complex one. Thai language is tonal and mono
syllabic. Thai language has at least five tones; lower, middle,
higher, rising, and falling*
RELIGION
The majority of the Thai people are Buddhist. Theravada
Buddhism is the traditional or officially the state religion. About
93.94 percent of the total population is Buddhist, less than 5
percent is Christian. Christian missionaries from Catholic countries
came in the seventeenth century accompanying the Portuguese and later
the French traders- Protestant missionaries came in the second
quarter of the nineteenth century* There are about 3«5 percent moslim,
concentrated mainly in the four provinces in the South (Nara-thiwat-,
Pattani, Satun, and Yala) along the Malaysian border*
Buddhist is a stability force that helps promote national
unity. There are two different sects of Buddhism: One is called
Mahanikaya, and the other is called Thammayutika. The Thammayutika
was founded by King Mongkut in the middle of the last century before
he ascended his throne. About 97 percent of Buddhists belong to this
sect. It is different from the Mahanikaya, mainly in providing for
more strict observance of Dhama or religion discipline from which its
name is derived.
Thai monks are known as Bikkhus, the total number averages
about 150,000. There is a national organization called the Sangha or
monastic order. The head of the Sangha, including both sects, is
a Supreme Patriach or short title of Somdej Phra Sangkaraj. The
Supreme Patriarch is assisted by an ecclesiastical cabinet, headed
by an ecclesiastical Prime Minister with the title of Sanghanayok,
and the Supreme Patriarch is appointed by the King.
The Department of Religious Affairs in the Ministry of Educa
tion is set up for supporting services for the Sangha. The infrac
tion of Sangha discipline rules is handled by the Sangha's Judicial
Branch. For an infraction of a 1 aw a monk will be first defrocked
before he can be arrested and tried by the civil authorities.
GOVERNMENT
Thailand is a constitutional monarchy. The head of state is
His Majesty King Shumiphol Aduidej. The King is one of a stabilizing
forces that helps promote national unity and is held in the highest
esteem by the Thai people. The executive power is held by the Prime
Minister. The earliest system of the Thai government was based on
paternal kinship.
Thailand's first constitution was framed in 1932 when a blood
less revolution replaced the absolute royal rule with a constitutional
monarchy and the parliamentary system. The King as a chief of state,
supreme commander of the armed forces and the patron of all religions,
is a Buddhist himself. The King exercises legislative power through
the parliament, judicial power through the courts, and executive
power through the Council of Ministers which is supervised by the
Prime Minister, The King also is served by the Royal Council.
For the administrative purposes, Thailand is divided into 71
provinces (Changwats), each under a Provincial Governor who is
appointed by the King upon the recommendation of the Minister of the
Interior- The Governor represents the central government and co
ordinates the work of regional representatives of other Ministries.
The provinces are divided into 526 districts (Amphurs), and 17 sub-
districts (Kieng Amphurs) administered by district officials called
Nai Amphur appointed by the central government and responsible to
the Governor. The local level districts are divided into about 4,962
communes (Tautbons), each commune is led by a chief headman (Kumnan)
who is locally elected and approved by Nai Amphur. The communes are
divided into about 41,9^9 villages (Hubans), and each village is led
by a village headman (Pu Yai Ban), who is elected by the residents
of each village. Towns and cities are governed by Mayors who are
appointed by the Provincial Governors and approved by the Ministry
of Interior, There are three types of municipal in Thailand, namely;
Nakhorn (city) municipal with a minimum population of 50,000; Muang
(town) municipal which has a minimum population of 10,000 and the
density of at least 3,000 per square kilometer and an appropriate
revenue; the third type is Tambol (commune) municipal, where appro
priate regardless of population or revenue or location is, "wherever




According to the U.N. estimate, Thailand's total population was
3^,738,000 in 1969. The average density was 170 per square mile.
The whole country approximated about 6k persons per square kilometer
h is about three times that of the United States, but less tl
Sanvaluck Piampiti, "Urban-Rural Concepts for Thailand (Provi
sional )," National Statistical Office, Bangkok, Thailand, October
1964, Mimeographed, p. 2.
one-fourth then that of the major industrial countries such as Japan
and the United Kingdom,
The population growth rate is 3-2 percent per year, and the
current forecasts suggest that the total populat ion wi11 exceed
fifty million by the year 1981-
More than three quarters of the total population still depend
k
on farming. There are some minority groups. These are Haley
(570,000) in the South Malaysian border; Immigrant Chinese (2,600,000)
in the urban area--especial ly Central Thai; Cambodian (230,000) East.,
Southeast along the Cambodian border from Mekong to the Gulf of
Thailand; Mon (60,000) Central Plain West of Bangkok along the Burma
border; Vietnamese (7^*750) Northeast in the Southern Khorat and
Southeast Coast; some of the hill tribe name Meo, Yao, Karen, Lahu,
Lisu, and Akha that make 114,406 living mostly in the North, and some
on the Northeast-Burmese border,
THE STRUCTURE OF ECONOMY
It is primarily an agricultural economy. Agriculture including
(forestry, fisheries, and some of mining) over 80 percent of the work
ing population which is the corner stone of the economy. The other
economic activities are some light manufacturing industries.
Over the last decade agriculture has declined in relative import'
ance as industry, trade and tourism have grown more rapidly* There
has been a shift of production from agriculture to industrial produc
tion. Farm sectors now have only one-third of the domestic product
while industry and business contribute over half of the total domestic
product. The government's role in economy increases less than that
David A. Wilson, "The United States and the Future of Thailand"
(New York: Prager Publishers, 1970), Table I, p. 61.
of the private sector,
THAI CURRENCY
The currency unit of Thailand is the "Bant,11 or tical (called
by the foreigners). The Baht is subdivided into 100 satang. Thai
currency is fully backed by gold, foreign exchange or securities
payable therein. The present exchange rate is 20.80 Baht to one
U.S. dollar.
THE WAY OF LIFE
The majority of the Thai people live in rural areas, and most
live on family operated rice farms. The life in different regions
is nearly the same, though there are some differences in climate
and location. The society is simple in structure as Wendell Bianchard
described.
"The differences among the Thai people are far outweighed by
similarities. The Thai compose a homogeneous spiritual community,
sharing the same language (in spite of dialect differences), and
religion, agreeing, moving toward the same destiny, and torn by no
internal debates on what it means to be a Thai."
5
Wendell Bianchard, "Thailand: Its People, Its Society, Its




Since the end of the Second World War most of the countries
1
of Asia, Africa, and Latin America launched "Development Plans."
Thailand started the First Six Year Plan in 19&1, while India started
its Third Five Year Plan in that same year*
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Thailand is one of the countries, that is classified as an
underdeveloped country. The term "underdeveloped" usually refers
loosely to countries or regions with levels of real income and
capital per head which are quite low by the standard of North America,
Western Europe, and Australia. In general, the term covers the whole
of Asia (with the exception of Japan), Africa, Latin America, and
parts of Eastern and Southern Europe, Thailand is, therefore, also
one of the underdeveloped countries.
COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES
The countries with a low income per head differ widely from
each other in geography, culture, history, and density of popula
tion. Most of the people living in these countries are employed in
1
Plans come in three sizes; short, medium, and long. The
short is the Annual Plan. The medium range is between three and
seven years, with five years as the most popular choice. The long
range is from ten years to twenty years, see "Development Planning,"
W, Arthur Lewis (New York: Harper and Row, 1966), p. 1^8.
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agriculture and mining, which may be regarded as the primary indus-
2
tries. As a result, a large share of their products come from a
primary sector. The standard of technical and economic education
in these countries is low compared with that in the more developed
lands* The general level of health is also extremely low, there is
3 k
a very high death rate. The term "low income" country corresponds
roughly to the more common designation "less developed" country. In
literature on the subject, a less developed country usually has been
defined as one having an average annual per capita income of not more
than U.S. $500*
FACTORS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Economic development is a complex process resulting from the
interaction of many factorsj internal, and external. The former are
the domestic resources of a country and the way in which they are
used and increased. The latter are the contribution received from
abroad and the conditions under which foreign trade is developed. In
more detailed form, these different factors may be grouped as follows:
A. Internal Factors
1 • Resources:
a. Natural resources such as farm or grazing lands, mineral
deposits, oil, fish, and forests.
2
Bauer T. Peter and Yang S. Basil, "The Economics of Under
developed Countries (The University of Chicago Press, 1957), p. 3.
3
Tinbergen Jan, "Development Planning" (New York." McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1967), Translated from the Dutch by N.D. Smith, p. 13, 17.
k
Committee for Economic Development, "How Low Income Countries




b. Total population, the labor force, health, education,
and the willingness of the people to work.
c. General technological level.
d. Physical capital (machines, equipment, etc.) available
and its quality*
2. Factors Affecting The Utilization of Resources:
a. Efficient management in the use of resources.
b. Legal and social institution.
c. Aspects of national economic policy; positive (what is
accomplished), and negative (what is not accomplished),
B. External Factors
1. International Trade:
a* Freedom of access to markets and their size.
b. Level and stability of export prices.
c, Terms of trade.
2. Financial and Other Contribution From Abroad:
a. Capital (investments, loans, grants).
b. Technology.
c. Management and entrepreneurship.
Development depends on the amount of resources available and
the degree of efficiency with which these resources are utilized.
Development is the result of many factors, and it is not advisable
to put too much emphasis on any one of these. It is equally obvious
that there are conspicuous differences between countries, both in
endornment or abundance of these factors and in social conditions,
economic policy, and relations with other countries.
In the past, development economists often believed that the
factor limiting growth was the non-availability of natural resources
Contrary to this, since World War II, it has been more common to
insist on the importance of the capita accumulation and investment
12
to the point of creating a quasi-mechanistic theory of development
(Harrod-Doman Model) which is based on the relationship of invest
ment and product (capital/output ration) as if these ratios were
constant, and there were no other factors to consider. Lastly, there
has been a tendency to react against this theory, putting emphasis on
the decisive role of education (Edward F. Denison and Theodore W.
Schults). I consider all of these factors as interdependent. There
fore, the planners of the policy should always keep in mind whether
or not the policy will lead to great success, and they should not
emphasize on some factors and neglect the importance of the others.
ECONOMIC GROWTH
The main purpose of economic planning is "economic growth."
Economic growth can be defined in simple terms as "the expansion of
a nation's capacity to produce the goods and services the people
6
want."
GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP AT 1962 PRICE)
During the period 1961-1969, Thailand's real gross domestic
product (GOP) expanded at an average annual rate of 8,1 percent with
respect to the last three years, it rose sharply from 5.1 percent in
1967 to about 9.0 and 9.6 percent in 1968 and 1969 respectively (see
Table 2-1). The growth rates in 1970 declined, mainly due to the
decline in growth rate of agricultural crops, mining, construction,
and services. The annual growth rate of the gross domestic product
for the first three years of the Second Five Year Plan, from
o
Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States,
Staff Report on Employment, Growth, and Price Levels (Washington,
I960), p. 1.
TABLE 2-1
GROWTH RATE AT 1962 PRICES (BILLION OF BAHT)
























































SOURCE: National Account Division, National
Economic Development Board Office of
the Prime Minister.
1967 to 1969 was about 7.9 percent which was slightly lower than
the target rate of 8.5 percent set by the Plan. The growth of the
gross domestic product declined from 9.6 percent in 1969 to 6.0
percent in 1970 due to the stagnation in the export and the decreased
demand for Thailand's rice and the decline in the export price of
rubber, tin, etc.
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT (GNP) AT 1962 PRICE
During the First Plan, the rate of economic growth was 8.2
percent* During 1964-68, the GNP achieved an average annual growth
rate of 8.3 percent, GNP's (at constant price) annual rate avera;
7.3 percent during I96I-65, and 1965-69 yielded 8.8 percent. The
growth rate in 1968, 1969, and 1970 was 9.1, 9.3» and 6.0 percent,
respectively. From 19^7 to 1969, during the first three years of
the Second Plan, the annual average growth rate was 7.9 percent (the
target rate was 8.5 percent). The reason was the slow growth rate
in agriculture as a result of drought. One of the major causes which
affected the decline in the growth rate in 1970 was attributed to
the drought in 19^9» Although the output of crops in 1970 was larger
than in I969, the price of these commodities (particular rice, rubber,
and kenaf), declined resulting in damage to the whole economy.
FIRST SIX YEAR NATIONAL ECONOMIC AMD SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (1961-66)
Thailand's First Six Year National and Economic Development
Plan covered the period 1961-66 in two phases of three years each.
The Planning Office of the National Economic Development Board (NEDB)
was responsible for the formulation of the plans while other govern
ment agencies were responsible for their implementation.
The main objective was to raise the standard of living by a
policy of economic diversification through industrial growth, increased
agricultural production, irrigation, and some other agricultural
supporting facilities, as well as electric power development as men
tioned below:
1. Average annual rate of increase in the national income of
5%, compared to k% during the 1950s. The annual rate per capita
income is to increase from 2% to at least 3%. Although these targets
are mutually consistent, given the present low per capita income,
their achievement depends on an increase in investment as well as a
favourable export market.
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2. Capital formation is to increase (according to the Plan),
from the present \k% to at least 15%. For this to be consistent
with the objective specified in item one above, the national incre
mental capital/output ratio of 3/1 • This would mean that the planners
assumed an unrealistic ratio of 1/1 for the new kinds of investment
to be added to the kinds prevalent during the last decade (and which
are expected to continue for the duration of the Plan).
3. The Plan calls for overall agricultural production to
increase by 3 percent per year. Her greatest emphasis is placed on
non-rice products particularly maize and topioca. The first is to be
doubled by 1963 and the latter to increase at least 15 percent by
the same year. It should be pointed out that both of these products
have shown a remarkable increase during the last few years, and almost
exclusively through private enterprise, both Thai and non-Thai. The
main incentive for the expansion of maize production has been the
increased demand from Japan. This demand was spurred by the rapidly
developing pouity and livestock industry in Japan, using maize as an
important ingredient in the compound feeds. This will ease the Thai
deficit in its trade with Japan. Fishing is to increase 50 percent
over the 1959 level by 1963• However, the experience in the expansion
of fishing up to now has not been very encouraging. In contrast to
these large expected increases, the expansion of rice production, the
major crop, will be only 1.3 percent per year; rubber, the other
major crop, will increase 6 percent in three years.
4. "National Industrial Income" (the value of industrial and
mining production) should rise 12 percent per year instead of 10 per
cent as in the past. Extraction of lignite and gypsum will triple
and tin will increase kO percent by 1963• The production of gunnies,
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tobacco, and cement will rise 50 percent by the same year, textiles
will double and paper will quadruple. These great percentage in
creases should not mislead the reader since (with the exception of
tobacco, cement, and tin), the bases for these calculations are very
small, and a large percentage increase will leave these industries
quite small.
5. Electric power generation is to increase from 138,000
kilowatts in 19-60 to 370,000 kilowatts in 1963, and further expan
sion is to take place later. Most of the additional power will come
from the Bhumibol Dam (Yan Hee Project) now under construction. It
should be pointed out that the lack of cheap electric power has been
one of the major handicaps in attracting potential investors.
6. Improvement and expansion of all modes of transportation
and communication. In this connection it is interesting to note that
the Plan officially calls for making state enterprises in this field
self-supporting or even changing them into corporations to ensure their
independence and remove them from the public purse,
7. Expansion of education geared to development requirement.
8. Maintenance of the international trade balance "at a level
which affords stability to the economy." Since it is predicted that
both imports and exports will increase by k percent per year, this
amounts to a continuation of the trade deficits of the past decade.
9. Preservation of the stability of the currency. In case
the increased public expenditure might cause inflation, the Plan calls
for increased taxation. Foreign loans and aids will be an integral
part of the Plan. In fact, anticipated reliance on such sources is
quite marked, given the traditional Thai apprehension about undue
dependence on foreign financial resources.
The expenditure for the Six Year Development Plan was estimated
17
at 20 billion baht, about 13-9 billion baht were financed through
the national budget, 3.9 billion baht was external loan, while the
foreign aid of 458.3 million baht covered the remainder. Most of
the expenditures are intended for development of highways and communi
cation network, irrigation, power, education, community facilities,
7
and other social services.




Repayment of Loans 15
Public Health and Welfare 11
(Total cost of the Plan = 20,000 million baht; $1.00 20.825 baht).
ECONOMIC RESULTS OF THE FIRST PLAM (1961-1
Under the First Plan, Thailand has achieved an impressive
economic growth with a high degree of monetary stability including
other favorable sectors of growth. Rate of growth during the Plan
averaged around 7-8 percent yearly, due mainly to the rapid expan
sion of the basic economic sectors; especially agriculture and indus
try. The rise in the export of the primary commodities improved the
balance of payments situation during the Plan period. The development
of irrigation, flood control, agricultural research, and extension
was also impressive. Industrial diversification, and the growth rate
of manufacturing about 9 percent per year was well above the growth
rate of the national income. The construction, transportation, and
7
Royal Thai Government Gazette (Bangkok* Thai Government Print
ing Office, October 26, I960), pp. 19-20.
communication increased about eight percent a year.
The growth of manufacturing began as an independent economic
sector, anil Jater was interrelated with the growth of agriculture.
Under the promotion of Industrial Investment Act of 19^2, foreign
capital inflow during the period of the First Plan (with the expand
ing of international trade and financial stability) made the Thai
currency (Baht) one of the stable currencies. All of these factors
were reinforced by the increase of the United States military spend
ing in Thailand, and rising aggregate demand.
Although the First Development Plan had shown a highly impressive
growth rate, but the crux of the development policy still lies with
the disequi1ibrias or geographic income inequalities. There was a
gap of income and production between the different region of the
country. The inequity in the distribution of development benefits
created the tension of social and political problem, particular in
the Northeast, North, and South, the problem effected the security
of the country.
SECOND FIVE YEAR NATIONAL ECONOMIC AMD SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (1967-71)
The success of the First Six Year Development Plan (1961-66)
had encouraged the government to improve and extend the coverage of
the Second Development Plan. The Second Five Year National Economic
and Social Development Plan (1967-71), included private sector, and
manpower. The Second Plan, like the First, was geared towards the
optimum rate of growth of real income, and the people is welfare.
The target of growth in the real income was seven percent a year.
8
D. Insor, "Thailand: A Political, Social, and Economic
Analyses" (New York: Frederick A, Praeger, Inc., 1963), p# 16*»
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To achieve the goal, there were five policies in the Second Plan to
alleviate the regional disparities to develop human resources, and
use the infrastructure obtained under the First Plan more efficiently,
maintain the monetary stability and ultimately to increase the stand-
9
ard of living. The principal policy guildlines are the following*
1. To strive toward further acceleration of the economic
growth rate with emphasis on more equitable distribution of income
and social benefits.
2. To reduce the degree of income inequality and geographical
inbalance, emphasize rural development as a measure to increase income
of the rural population in remote areas.
3. To expand employment opportunities and improve the quality
of human resources, the Plan will emphasize the elevation of worker's
skills to meet the economic and social demands of society.
4. The acceleration of private industrial, and economic acti
vities will be strongly promoted and stimulated by the provision of
necessary economic infrastructures and healthy environment within
which private enterprise can thrive. The government's role will be
to assist but not to interfere or compete with private business
activi ties.
5. The primary emphasis will be on the development of intensive
agriculture, raising productivity per acre by greater use of capital,
improved techniques (as a means to provide food), employment for a
growing population (to provide the basic materials for and expanding
industry), and earn foreign exchange for the payemnt of imports.
6. To accentuate the role of science and technology, particularly
9
The National Economic Development Board Office of the Prime
Minister, Summary of the Second Five Year Plan (1967-71) (Bangkok:
Government Printing Office, 19&7), pp« 3-6.
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in the adaptation and application of modern knowledge to the special
needs of the country.
7. Economic and social development must be geared to streng
then national security.
8. Financial stability must be maintained as a means of
assuring healthy economic growth without disturbing the balance of
the economy, and of inspiring international confidence,
9. Development projects will be implemented in accord with
their priority, and will be designed to yield the greatest benefit
at the least possible cost. The Second Plan emphasize agricultural
development, irrigation, education, highway, and industrial develop
ment in the private sectors as well as regional development plans for
the Northern, Northeastern, and Southern regions; including an acce
lerated rural development. Under this plan, no particular industrial
project is assigned to the private sector.
Under the Second Plan the total expenditure was estimated at
10
$2,500 million compared with $1,600 million for the First Plan.
During the Second Plan, the development expenditure increased 12
percent yearly, whereas the total expenditures increased 23 percent.
The expenditure for education during the Second Plan rose
sharply from 17 percent in the First Plan to 36 percent in the Second
Plan, followed by transportation, and communication with 23 percent
(see Table 2-2).
The Second Plan was successful in the primary objective of
creating an economic infrastructure and climate which stimulated private
industrial investment. While the investment of state enterprises
declined due to the policy of restricting new state enterprises to
10
The New York Times, January 2k, 1966.
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SOURCE: National Economic Development Board.
prevent competition with the private sector. More than half of the
expenditures of the power sectors was allocated for the extension
and interconnection of the grid system for the hydroelectric project
During the Second Plan, transportation and communications
22
continued as the largest sector of the development program which
facilitated and stimulated private economic activity. The highway
development program continued to be the largest component. The
railway system was improved, and many projects were implemented to
improve the internal and international communications system. The
requirement of manpower was also estimated to provide guidance in
creating, training, and educating programs. This was needed to
expand employment opportunities and improve the quality of human
resources. Public health also received attention with a view to
improve the social welfare of the population. The Department of
Community Facilities, such as city planning, slum clearance^ public
housing, and waterworks were added. The monetary management also
was considered as one of the cardinal ingredients in assuring the
financial stability which was a necessary condition to achieve the
objectives of the Plan.
ECONOMIC RESULTS OF THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN (1937-71)
During the first phase of the Second Plan (1967-69), the
economic progress maintained its rapid pace gained during the First
Plan. The rate of growth was about 3 percent annually. This high
rate was due to the rapid expansion of both agricultural and indus
trial production. Furthermore, I966-69 was the period of increased
foreign investment, and the United States expenditure in Thailand.
The total earnings from the United States military expenditure from
construction, and operation of military bases were $27 million in
1963 which rose to $3lS million in I968. This increase was estimated
to be kS percent of Thailand's exports and 5.3 percent of the GNP in
1968. All of these factors contributed to the high growth rate which
was about 11.8 percent during this period (1966-68).
23
In the latter period (1969-70, the rate of economic growth
stowed down for the first time after ten years of rapid expansion.
The major factors that contributed to the decline was! the decline
in demand, and prices of the export products such as rice, rubber,
and tin combined with the decline in foreign investment, and U.S.
military spending from a peak of $215 million in 1963 to $170 million
11
in 1969. All these factors affected national income, and expendi
ture, government revenue, and expenditure as well as private invest
ment. It was for the first time, during the last decade, that foreign
12
exchange reserves declined by 900 million baht in 1969. (See Table
2-3).
The economic slowdown caused not only the economic problem,
but also the social problems. The decline in agriculture income
affected the income of the masses, because 80 percent of the people
who lived in the rural area were engaged in agriculture. In the mean
time, the rate of population growth stood as high as 3-2 per year
added to the bad situation which created difficulties for the govern
ment to provide adequate social services and employment. Despite
government effort to promote rural development during the Second
Plan, the result was the declining standard of the poor people.
THIRD NATIONAL ECONOMIC SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (1972-76)
The First Plan emphasized public sector expenditures. The
scope of the Second Plan was much wider to include the development of
11
Hia Myint, "The Economic Impacts of the Ending of the Vietnam
Conflict on Thailand: Southeast Asia's Economy in the 1970s" (London:
Longman, 1971)» pp» 75-76.
12
Hla Myint, "The Economic Impacts of the Ending of the Vietnam
Conflict on Thailand: Southeast Asia's Economy in the 1970s" (London:
Longman, 1971), p- 318.
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TABLE 2-3
SUMMARY OF THE ECONOMIC CONDITION DURING THE SECONO DEVELOPMENT PLAN
1967-69 1970-71 1967-71
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U.S. ExDenditure in Thailand
Total (million baht)
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Impact on Domestic Economy
GDP Growth Rate (constant
prices)
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SOURCE: The National Economic Development Board Office of the Prime
Minister, "Summary of the Third National Economic and Social
Development, p. 3*
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manpower, and private sector. In the Third Plan (1972-76), improve-
13
ment in methodology, and the coverage of the Plan are as follow:
1. First, the overall strategy is set, followed by sectoral
strategies and problems.
2. Economic and social projects are brought more closely
together in a systematic manner. For example, projects to increase
farm productivity are considered jointly with projects to develop
the rural social system, and industrial development projects with
urbanization projects. In this manner, maximum benefit can be achieved
through imp1imentation of mutually supporting projects.
3. Regional development, including regional and Changwat
planning, is given greater emphasis.
**. Projects in the National Preparedness Plan are included
to provide support for greater national security.
5» For the first time, policies concerning population, and
employment are formulated.
6. Private sector development planning is expanded to promote
the role of this sector in Thailand's economic development.
The Second and the Third Plan emphasized education. The educa
tion budget rose from 36 percent in the Second Plan to kk percent in
the Third Plan (see Table 2-'+). Agriculture expenditure increased by
1.4 percentage points, regional and local development by 2 percent,
public health by 6 percent, social services by 2 percent. Education
is to increase more than other sectors with 8.0 percentage points.
All the residual sectors, especially infrastructure, were emphasized,
and expanded in the Second Plan shows a decline. The Social
13
National Economic Development Board, "Summary of the Third
National Economic and Social Development Plan" (Bangkok: Government
Printing Office, 1971), pp. 1-5.
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SOURCE: National Economic Development Board.
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Plan, emphasized mostly social aspects* The past experience has
shown that Thailand cannot reply merely on investment in Infra
structure as was emphasized during the past decade. The government
has realized that the economic growth must be based on the quality
of human resources, and balanced social structure* Therefore, the
main social objectives emphasized in the Third Plan are, manpower
resources* creation of the employment opportunities, especially to
promote employment, and economic growth in the rural areas. To
achieve improvement in human resources and social justice, the Third
Plan reallocates more resources and expenditure to social sectors;
particularly education, public health, urban development, and other
social services rather than to direct economic growth sectors*
If we combine the First, Second, the Third National Economic
and Social Development Plan, Thailand would be completing three main
14
stages in planning, namely: macrophase, middle phase, and micro-
phase*
In spite of the economic slowdown at the end of the 1960s,
especially at the end of the Second Plan (1969-71), Thai economists,
and government are still optimistic about the Third Plan (1972-76).
With the success of the Third Plan, Thai economy will be looking
forward to a bright future.
1*
Tinberger, divide the economic planning into three stages;
(1) macrophase: macrophase has to show the most desirable development
in macro-economic terms, without subdivision into regions or indus
tries* In this phase, then only such overall figures are used as a
national product and capital, the total investment, imports and
exports and state expenditure; (2) middle phase: middle phase the
picture resulting from macrophase is made clear by distinguishing a
number of sectors or Industries and a number of regions; (3) microphase:
an even clearer and more detailed picture is obtained by dealing
with separate rural and urban district, see "Development Planning,"
Tinberger, Translated from the Dutch by N.S. Smith (New York:
McGraw-Hitl Book Co., 1967), p. 76.
CHAPTER III
INFRASTRUCTURE
It has been emphasized that economic development cannot be
successful without expansion and improvement of infrastructure such
as public works, roads, other kinds of transportation, and communi
cation, A well developed infrastructure stimulates other sectors
such as private investment, agriculture, industry, etc.
POWER
Investment in the development of energy in the less developed
countries should be between 10 to 15 percent of the total investment.
Transportation and energy together are likely to require between 25
to kO percent of the total investment. Furthermore, at the early
stage of development energy and transportation should increase much
faster than the rate of growth of GNP. However, many less developed
countries have the problem of making a choice between hydropower and
thermal power. Thermal generation involves relatively high operating
costs, mainly fuel, and comparatively low capital costsj hydrogenerat-
ion requires very high capital, but very low operation costs.
Thailand invested mostly in the hydrogeneration, the first one
was the Yunhee Project. During the First Plan (1961-66), the government
Haefele T. Edwin, (ed.) "Transport and National Goals"
(Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1969), pp. 7.8, 53
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concentrated in the infrastructure, particularly electric and trans
portation. In 1964 the first Yunhee Multi-Purpose Project was com
pleted for a supply of 14 provinces, the price was reduced, and the
consumption of power began to increase*
The supply of electricity rose sharply since 1964 when the
Yunhee Project was completed. The average increase in electricity
generation during 1961-64 was about 18.5 percent per year, and it rose
to 26.7 percent per year during I965-69. With the rise in the power,
the government built several power projects. Yan Hee (latter called
Bhumiphol Dam) on the Ping River is the largest with a capacity of
140,000 kw. The Uboiratana Dam Project went into operation in March
1966 with a capacity of 16,600 kw to start with. (See Table 3-1.)
Demand for Yunhee Electricity Authority (YEA) electricity rose
by 29 percent per year, and for the whole country, 34 percent in March
1967. The World Bank approved a loan of $5 million to the YEA toward
the purchase of 460 kilometers of transmission line, linking the
Yunhee Dam with the Thon Buri's power station and at the same time,
increasing the YEA's generating capacity to 670,000 kw. In May of the
same year, the government approved YEA's proposal in order to establish
an atomic power station in Thailand, The demand for electricity in
2
1967 was about 320,000 kw.
In 1968 the consumption of electricity in Bangkok-Thon Buri
area alone increased 30 percent per year. To meet the need of the
consumers, the YEA (Yunhee Electricity Authority) constructed a 200,000
kw thermal power plant in Thon Buri. At the same time, YEA also
added two new generators* one, a steam generator, was installed at


































SOURCE: U.N. Statistical Yearbook for Asia and the Far East 1970,
p. 342.
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the Bangkruay power plant in Thon Buri, and the other, a hydraulic
turbine was installed at the Yunhee Dam. The total capacity of YEA
was 5000,000 kw, with the demand about 425,000 kw per year. At the
same time in 1968, PEA (Provincial Electricity Authority) was granted
a loan of DM 20 million by West Germany to install transmission lines
linking various districts of 14 Provinces. In the Northeast, the
MEEA (Northeast Electricity Authority) installed the country's first
gas turbine generator at the Korat Province and another one of the
same type was installed in the Udorn Province. The hydro-electric
3
dam project survey in Pattani in the South was completed.
In order to cut down the production costs the government merged
Yunhee Electricity Authority, the Lingnite Authority, and the Northeast
Electricity Authority to form the Electricity Production Authority.
GENERATION AMD OPERATION
Power plants are distributed among the three regions namely:
Region 1
Bhumibol Hydro Plant 420,000 kw
North Bangkok Thermal Plants 237,500 kw
Mae Moh Thermal Plant 12,500 kw
Sam Sen 01d Thermal Plant 17,000 kw
Gas Turbines 60,000 kw
Diesels 27,400 kw
Total Installed Capacity 774,400 kw
Region 2
Ubon Ratana Hydro Plant 25,000 kw
Warn Pung Hydro Plant 6,300 kw
U.N. Far Eastern Economic Review (1969), p. 323.
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Nakhon Ratchasima Gas Turbine
Udon Thani Gas Turbine














In 1969 a site was selected at Siracha district in the Chon-
buri Province for Thailand's first nuclear power plant. The construc
tion of the plant, which cost 2,500 million baht, began in 1971 and
will be completed in 1977.
The Kang Krachan Project EGAT has an interest in making an
irrigation project more profitable by generating electric power. It
is estimated that 85 million kw hours can be obtained from this when
the project is completed in 1973.
FUEL
Fuel and lubricants heve to be imported from abroad. The
government has encouraged the establishment of oil refineries in the
country, while the crude oil is imported from abroad. At present,
there are three large refineries namely: Thai Oil Refinery at Siracha,
with a capacity of 65,000 barrels per day; Esso Refinery with a
capacity of 35,000 barrels a dayj and Summit Refinery with a capacity
Board of Investment, "Private Enterprise Investment Opportuni
ties in Thailand" (Bangkok: S.P. Service Center, LTD., 1971), p, 37.
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of 15*000 barrels a day.
The government granted permission to six private companies
to carry out exploration work in the Northeast and the Gulf of Thai
land. Up till now only one crude oil source has been found at Amphur
Fang (Fang district in the Chiangmai Province in the Northern part
of the country), with reserves of about 1,5 million barrels. Oil
shale and oil bearing mineral has been found in two places, one at
Mae-Sot in the Tak Province, and one at Amphur Lee in the Lamphun
Province near the Chiangmai Province.
TRANSPORTATION
Properly defined, investment in transport should include invest,
ment in railways, roads and road vehicles, pipelines, inland, and
coastal waterway development, ships and shipping port facilities, air
ports and planes, and probably ropeways and other somewhat exotic
transport media. The transport investment, as a total percentage of
less developed countries is in the range of 15 to 25 percent.
is the most important center for all kinds of transpor
tation facilities in the country, i.e. to distribution of goods to
several regional markets throughout the country. Adequate transporta
tion is very significant to Thailand, not only for the growing amount
of international trade, but also for the fuller development of the
country's Hinterland and internal commerce as well.
HIGHWAY
The principal objective of the First and Second National
Economic Development Plans was to improve national highways and link
^ Haefele T. Edwin, (ed.) "Transport and National Goals"
(Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1969), p. 7.
the network for year round use. The improvement and extension of
roads to rural areas of the country will expand the markets, improve
agricultural output and price, improve facilities in rural areas for
education and health care.
The length of roads increased rapidly in 196** to 126.9 percent,
compared with 19^3• (See Table 3-2.) The passenger cars during
1962-65 increased 9.8 percent per year, and the average increase was
21 percent per year during 1966-69. Commercial vehicles increased
8.4 percent during 1962-65 and the rate rose to 12.2 percent per year
during 1966-69. Both passenger cars and commercial vehicles increased
sharply during the late 1960s, due to improvement in the roads during
that period.
In I967 Phuket Island Causeway in the South was opened. The
Accelerated Rural Development (RAD) Program for new roads started with
a budget of 650 million baht. Out of this baht, 250 million was
contributed by the United States, and 3 million baht by Japan for a
Mekong River Bridge between Nongkhai and Vientiane, which will become
part of the Asian Highway.
The World Bank granted the third highway a loan of $29 million
for various highway projects in 1968. Highways between Ubol and Roi-
Et (built by British Royal Engineers) in the Northeast and the South
between Pattani and Morathiwat were also completed in 1968. The high
ways still under construction in I968 are: The Asian Highway Project
with the cooperation of the Australian Government, between Tak-Maesodj
282 km highway between Saraburi and Lomsak. Various contractors for
6
contractors for a tyk million baht highway included Pan Asia Corp.
(Taiwan), Vianini-Sentab (Italian-Swedish), and Base Engineering
U.M. Far Eastern Economic Review (I969), p. 323.
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Excluding tractor and semi-trailer combinations.
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(Taiwan). Thailand's largest highway project, financed by both the
Thai Government (52%), and the World Bank (48%), is a highway between
Nakorn "Sawan-Chiangrai• This project was subdivided into sections
with different contractors, namely: Soiei Bonchs (Israel), Hyun Dai
(South Korea), Cogefar (Italy). The highway between Bang Pa-in and
Nakorn Sawan was constructed by Italy. In 1969, six highway projects
completed weres 99 km Chiangmai-Lampang; 120 km Nakhorn Pathom-Pet-
chaburi; 98 km Pattani-Narathiwat; 160 km Udon-Sakon Nakhon; 9k km
Khon Kaen-Chumpaej and 97 km Bangkok-Si Racha. The 282 km between
Saraburi-Lom Sak was completed and three-fifth of 602 km between Nakhon
Sawan-Chiang Rai which is the largest, was also completed. The new
contract with the Italian-Thai Development Corp. signed for 30 km
(148 million baht) between Thon 8uri-Pak Tor with the assistance of
the Australian Government which provided equipment machinery worth
150 million baht for construction of the Lomsak-Chumpae Highway*
In 1970 over 20,000 kilometers of national and provincial high
ways were maintained by the highway departments. All regions in the
country will be linked together by the modern highway system. Tak-Mae
Sot in the North, and Nakhon Sawan-Thoen (227 km); Roe-et-Surin-Chogjom
(282 km) in the Northeast link the Central Plain and the Northeast,
New works are scheduled for improvement and expansion of Don
Muang-Saraburi to a fouriane highway from Lang Suan to Surat Thani.
Siracha-Bang Lamuang-Rayong route is under construction whichwill
facilitate the transportation of fruits, agricultural products, sea
food, and promote tourism in the coastal areas.
RAILWAYS
The Royal State Railway (RSR) at present operate as an indepen
dent railway authority, formerly it was a department in the Ministry of
37
Communication*
With Bangkok as a center, the railways go in five directions
to different parts of the country, namely: Chiangmai in the North;
Nong Khai and Ubol Ratchathani in the Northeast; Aranyaprathet in the
East; Padang Besar and Sungai Koiok in the South; Nam Tok and Suphan
Bun* in the West, and the Mekong line, which is a separate system,
goes from Wong Wien Yai (Bangkok) to Mahachai, and from Ban Laem to
Mekong.
Since the 1960s, the railway has been in the process of expan
sion, dieseiisation of the entire system and upgrading its freight
and passenger car stock. The average passengers increased annually
at a rate of 7«** percent during 1962-66, but dropped to 4.1 percent
per year in 1967-70. The main reason for this decrease was due to
the improvement of highways. The net ton—-kelometers during 1962-66
was 5*5 percent per year, and increased to 8.5 percent per year in
1967-70. The traffic route length reached the peak in 1967 with
3j765 kilometers. (See Table 3-3.)
In 1966 the passengers increased by 12.1 percent, compared to
I965* as a result the profits increased nearly 60 percent over 1965.
Under the five year project, the Royal State Railway was to produce
its own rolling stock, nearly 600 freight wagons and about 200 passen
ger cars. This will amount to a savings of 50 million baht in foreign
exchange.
The construction of 2'*0 km line costing 220 million baht between
Bua Yai-Kaengkoi was started in I969 with the assistance from the West
German Government to the tune of $38.5 million in the form of equipment
and technical advisors. The workshop cost 20 million baht for repair
ing and maintenance of diesel locomotives and also completion of air-
conditioners. The survey for the Checheongsao-Sattahip Naval Base
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Railway Project, cost 590 million baht. A six year project of a new
railway line from Prae to Chiang Rai costing 1,000 million baht also
began in 1969. The net profits of Royal State Railway in 1969 declined
sharply from 126 million baht in 1968 to M* million baht in 19&9 or
65 percent below the 1968 level. The main reason was the greater use
of faster and cheaper bus services- Since 1969 the Royal State
Railways has been competing with the bus services.
WATERS AMD SEA WAYS
Water ways both rivers and caneis, are the most important means
of inland transportation for Thailand, particularly in olden times,
which carried more than three fourth of the freight traffic. The Chao
Phraya River with its tributaries ss the main traffic artery has
Bangkok as its central point.
There are more than 30 minor seaports, most of them in the
Southern region. The Port of Bangkok, which opened in 1$5^ to ocean
going vessels, is the most important port in Thailand and for inter
national shipping as well. It hands nearly 95 percent of the total
foreign inward cargo and nearly 80 percent of foreign outward military
cargo, including oil products.
Loading of goods increased 16.1 percent per year during I96I-65,
enc! dropped to only 1 percent per year during 1966-70, mainly due to
the decrease in exports. In 196? goods loaded dropped sharply from
5,881 million tons in 1966 to 5,225 million tons in 1967, and 11.2
percent below the 1966 level. (See Table 3-k.) The goods unloaded
average increased 16.6 percent per year during I96I-65, and slightly
dropped to 15.9 percent per year during 1966-70. Goods unloaded rose
sharply during 196^-67 mainly due to increased imports and an increase
in U.S. military cargo, which dropped sharply from 1968-70 due to a
TABLE 3-3
THE RAILWAYS NETWORK IN THAILAND
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SOURCE: U.N. Statistical Yearbook for Asia and the Far East, 1970
p. 349; 1971, p. 401.
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SOURCE: U.N. Statistical Yearbook for Asia and the Far East,
1970, p. 342; 1971, p. 434...1 (Port of Bangkok only)
decrease in imports including a drop in U.S. military cargo.
During the Second Five Year Economic Development Plan (I967-
71), the government allocated 656 million bant for improvement of
the Port of Bangkok in order to increase the Port's capacity so that
it can berth 35 vessels in 1971 instead of only 10 vessels. The
World Bank agreed, in principle, to lend about $12.5 million at 7
percent interest rate and repayment due in 20 years for expanding
the number of wharves at the Port of Bangkok from nine to thirteen.
Sattahip, on the Southeast Coast of the Gulf of Thailand, is
at present, used entirely for handling military cargo. It is an
excellent modern deep water facility which has the potential of becom
ing the main port of Thailand in the future. In January 1970 the
Port authority invited prospective contractors to offer for the con
struction of a $30 million East Quay and connected works.
Songkhia and Bhuket Harbor in the South have been improved to
accommodate 15,000 tons cargo ships with a budget of 600 million baht.
AIR SERVICES
Since the end of World War II, Bangkok has become an important
center of international aviation, Donmuang is a modern airport
equipped with concret runways, amples hangar space, and facilities
for repairs.
It handles all kinds of modern aircraft. Air France, Pan Am.,
B.O.A.C., K.L.M., and S.A.S. are among the 33 foreign airlines servic
ing Thailand. Thai Airways International Co., Ltd#, Thai Airways Co.,
Ltd., and Air Siam (private) are among the Thai airlines. For Thai-
airways, the government hold nearly 100 percent of the stock.
The passenger for international scheduled services increased
23.8 percent per year during 1964.66, and 27.2 percent during 1967-70.
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In 1970 international passenger increased sharply to 40.8 percent
compared with 1969 (see Table 3-5). The passenger for domestic
average increased 37.7 percent during 196^-66, and dropped to only
18.7 percent during 1967-70. The main reason the people switched to
use more bus services is because all the highways were finished in
the late 1960s.
TABLE 3-5
CIVIL AVIATION! TOTAL SCHEDULED SERVICES
1965 1966 1967 1963 1969 1970
Pass- 142,6**7 185,926 262,594 302,388 391,591 483,133 680,345




Domes- 21,249 35,197 51,942 64,264 70,429 80,257 102,617
tic - (65.6) (47.6) (23.7) (9.6) (25.3) (16.3)
Schedule
SOURCE: International Civil Aviation Organization, United
Nations Statistical Yearbook, 1971, p.
Don Muang International Airport, after the improvement which
is being done at present, will be able to handle the jumbo jets and
their increased passenger and cargo loads. It will have modern
equipment to provide up to date facilities to all kinds of aircraft
It will be one of the modern airports in Southeast Asia which will
handle civil air traffic all year round, and also around the clock.
COMMUNICATIONS
The Ministry of Communications is responsible for the public
postal, telegraph and telephone services. Postal service with the
central post office in Bangkok, cover the entire country while tele
graph and telephone reaches only the principal commercial centers.
The first television station was established in Bangkok in
1955> and by the year 19-69, there were 10 T.V. stations, at least
one for each region. There were about 90 radio stations. A 1,000
kw voice of Free Asia Radio Station at Saraburi Province (with sub
stantial U.S. technical and financial assistance) went into operation
in 1967.
In 1969 there were 114,419 telephones, which is 258 percent
of the number in 1959. Bangkok is served by automatic exchanges*
A six year master plan provides for an improvement in the telephone
system with more telephones in the country and rural areas. The
first di rect telephone 1 ink between Bangkok and Vientiane in Laos
was established in 19&7*
A Telex service operating between Bangkok and Tokyo was
inaugurated in April 19&3- In 1964 and I965 two additional direct
circuits, Bangkok-Manila and Bangkok-Hong Kong were added. Thailand
has Telex or Teleprint systems, as well as a micro-wave system link
ing several provincial cities to Bangkok.
Thailand is the member of the International Telecommunications
Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT). Satellite communication has linked
Thailand with the Pacific region, and the U.S. The second satellite
ground station at Siracha at a cost of 61 million baht (about 52
million had been loaned by the U.S. Export-Import Bank) will be linked
with INTELSAT II which would provide 24 hours communication between
7
Thailand, India, Africa, and Europe.
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Government, Central Bank, and Commercial Banks are the most
common resource of financing In the developing countries* They
play an Important role in economic development of a country. The
economic development cannot continue smoothly If It encounters a
shortage of finance or unstable financial problems*
THE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT
The classic theory, particularly that of Adam Smith, implies
the laissez faire, "the hands off," or the policy that minimizes
government intervention in the operation of the economy.
But there are some reasons why the government has to intervene
into the nation's economy. One is the imperfections In the market
economy. The private sector also may not be able to function effi
ciently to provide Infrastructure and public utilities such as hospi
tals, schools and so on. These need a lot of investment, and the
private sector may not have sufficient capital. Besides there is the
continued existence of a significant amount of involuntary unemploy
ment in the real world. If there is equilibrium at full employment,
laissez faire is the appropriate policy, but the real world is not
like the one in classic theory. Therefore, government intervention
is necessary. Professor Richard A. Musgrave suggests that the
1*5
objectives and activities of the modern government be divided into
three main functions: satisfaction of social wants; redistribu
tion of income; and economic stabilization.
GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE
The Central Government expenditures, which totaled about
7f727 million bant In 1961, rose to 21,703 million baht. The
expenditures Increased nearly three times within eight years.
During the years 1962-66, the expenditure of the government increased
at the average annual rate of 12.56 percent, and increased to
1^.42 percent per year during 1967-71.
Since the beginning of I960 the treasure deficit rose steadily
as the government expenditure increased. It started from the
beginning of the First Economic Development Plan (1961-66), nearly
one six of the total budget has been spent on national defense, and
another Important portion is devoted to the economic development
projects.
Though the government revenue still exceeded the government
current expenditure, but not by a large margin. The government
resorted to borrowing in order to cover the part of capital expendi
ture, by issurance of bonds and sale to the Bank of Thailand,
Commercial Banks, and Government Saving Banks. The largest Increases
have occured in the 'economic1 and 'social1 categories. The economic
aspect includes agriculture, irrigation, transportation, and
communication, industry, mining, energy, etc. The 'social' aspect
Includes education, health, and welfare, etc.
1
Richard A. Husgrave, "Principles of Budget Determination,"
Jn Federal Expenditure Policy for Economic Growth and Stability
(Washington, D.C.8Joint Economic Committee, 1957), p. 109.
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The total expenditure of 19,484 million bant for 1968 (see
Appendix A, Table A) showed an increase of 12.4 percent over 1967.
The size of the budget reflected the steady and continued growth
of the national economy, while the government's policy was designed
to ensure a balance growth of the economy.
The government expenditure for 1969 was 21,703 million baht
which showed an increase of 2,219 million baht or 11.4 percent over
1968. The main reason for increase was that twenty-five percent
of the national expenses which included national defense and inter
nal security. The Ministry of Interior received the biggest share,
followed by the Ministry of Defense.
For the year of 1970 the government expenditure totaling
25#135 million baht was about 15.8 percent higher than 1969. it
was the first time that the Ministry of National Development 6,052.8
million baht received the largest appropriation. The appropriation
for the Ministry of Public Health (785,0 million baht) rose by 20
percent and for the Ministry of Education (1,560.5 million baht),
rose by 14 percent. The Ministry of Defense got 4,532.7 million
baht.
The deficit rose sharply from about 13.3 percent of the total
budget in 1968 to about 15.6 percent in 1969 and increased even
further to 25.2 percent of budget revenue. The government revenue
had been unable to cover the need of government expenditure for the
economic development since the beginning of the Second Development
Plan (1967-71). In 1967 the deficit rose sharply to 141.4 percent
over 1966. It appeared that the budget cash deficit rose sharply
,970), Eastern Ee«"O"*c Review Y«rh«,ftfc (Bangkok, Thailand*
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less than 10 percent of government revenue before 1967 to 19 per
cent In 1969 and was about 28 percent in 1970. From 1969 to 1971
defense expenditures increased rapidly from 15.55 percent of the
total expenditure in 1967 to 17*20 percent in 1969* and 17.52 and
19.90 percent for 1970 and 1971 (see Table 4-1).
TABLE 4-1






























































































SOURCE: Bank of Thailand
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Before 1968 the deficit was financed mainly from non-
expansionary sources* In 1968 borrowing from the public covered
59 percent of the total deficit. This proportion fell to only 18
percent in 1970* The relative independence between government
borrowing and the Bank of Thailand credit was interrupted in 1969,
because of the decreasing of private demand for government securi
ties* The interest rate on bonds decreased from 8 percent to 7
percent in 1965* The high interest rates prevailed in the rest of
the market. The government was not able to meet Its financial
requirements in 1969 by private financing as before. Therefore,
the government had to borrow mainly from the Central Bank (Bank of
Thailand) for the first time in a decade, it also used treasury
cash balances accumulated during the previous years. Nearly 95
percent were borrowed from the Bank of Thailand to finance the deficit
The average of government deficit during 1969-70 was about 4,861
million baht more than doubled when compared with 1966-68 when the
deficit was only 2,234 million baht. During 1968-70, budget deficit
increased sharply because the government spending increased. The
budget deficit rose sharply in 1970 and the treasure cash deficit
widened substantially during 1969 and 1970. Due to the slowdown
in government revenue and the larger reliance than before on borrow
ings from the Bank of Thailand to meet the deficit combined with the
defense, expenditures increased sharply. To solve this problem,
in July 1970, the government increased the custom duties on imports
of 200 items with the objective of raising additional revenue and
discouraging import demand and consumption. As a result, this led
to a reduction in government income. Since Import duties is one of
the most Important sources of government revenue, total revenue
increased only 2.6 percent In 1970 over 1969*
The total expenditure for 1971 was 27*225 million bant as
compared to 1970, appropriation was higher by about 2,090 million
baht or 8.3 percent. The Interior Ministry had the biggest increase
in appropriation and was followed by the Defense Ministry. During
the later period of the Second Economic Development Plan, particu
larly during 1969-71 * Thailand had the problems of a big budget
deficit combined with balance payment deficit. Foreign revenue
decreased. The reserve decline, as a result of this, may be harmful
to the external stability of Thai currency baht. The failure of
increasing the government1 revenue, while the rete of population
growth was still high led to an obstacle to the national development
progress in several projects such as education, health, agriculture,
and standard of living.
GOVERNMENT REVENUE
Most of the government revenue comes from tax. Less than 60
percent of the total estimated 1969-70 revenue of the Thai government
was derived from taxes and customs duties. The main forms of taxa
tion were transaction and consumption taxes, income and wealth taxex,
and Imports and excise duties.
The annual average growth rate of government revenue during
1961-66 was about 11.3 percent per year, but dropped to 8.6 percent
per year during 1967-71* The revenue declined to 8.5 percent in 1969
and to 2.6 percent in 1970 (see Appendix A, Table B).
Indirect taxes (Import duties, export duties, excise and sales
taxes also called business tax In Thailand), is the largest sources
of the government revenue. In the recent years, especially from
1970 to 1971 export duties had declined in the amount by dropping
TABLE 4-2
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NATIONAL GOVERNMENT'S ACTUAL EXPENDITURES







































































Representing only actual expenditures as appropriated in
the National Government Budget and excluding those financed by
external loans and grants.
The amounted have been adjusted to take into account time
lag items.
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from 1,505 million bant to 848 million baht in 1970 or 43*7 percent
below 1969 level, and even dropped to 41*» million In 1971.
The government revenue during 1970 totaled 18,795 million baht,
an increase of 3.3 percent or kjk million over 1969, Out of the
total revenue, Hf,866 million baht or 79.1 percent were derived from
indirect taxation, 2,200 million baht or 11.7 percent from income
taxes and the remaining 1,729 million baht or 9.2 percent from other
sources of Income. Most of the government revenue from Indirect
taxes were from the customs duties*
TAXATION
There are two kinds of taxation in Thailand. They are indirect
and direct taxes. Indirect taxes are made up of import duties, export
duties, excise and sales taxes, also called "business taxes." Direct
taxes, before World War II, including land and capitation taxes were
abolished. At present direct taxes are personal and corporate income
taxes.
Indirect tax is the largest source of government revenue.
Direct tax is still Increasing steadily, but slowly. One reason may
be the difficulty of collecting of direct taxes, because of a lack
of method or equipment to check the people's Income. As a result,
most of the people do not report their real income.
In recent years sales or turnover tax has become an important
sources of government revenue since it is much easier to enforce than
the income tax. It Is based simply on gross sales, and it requires
no accounting for expense and net income. This tax levies on the
gross sales of business enterprises at all levels (retail, wholesale,
manufacturing services, etc.). It is also collected on imports by
addition of import duties per se. This tax is collected unevenly,
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and the rate varies from one type of business to another*
In 1969 corporate income taxes were levied at the following
rates:
First 500,000 baht 15%
Second 500,000 baht 20%
Over 1 million baht 25%
Firms may depreciate building at 5 percent per year and other assets
at 20 percent per year. All kind of companies, commerce, or services
and industries are subjected to the sales tax, unless exempted under
the Promotion of Industrial Development Act. Sales tax ranges from
1.5 percent to 25 percent.
Personal Income taxes are levied on Thai-sourced income and
the foreign sourced income of resident individuals received in Thai
land. The rate progresses, beginning at 10 percent on taxable income
up to 10,000 baht and graduates to 50 percent on amounts over 400,000
baht. A flat deduction from taxable income of 20 percent up to 20,000
baht is allowed.
Unlike the broadly based business tax, there are excise taxes
on tobacco, and other product. Automobiles are subjected to a special
tax ranging from 150 baht per year for a small passenger car to about
2,900 baht for a bus.
Most of the government revenue from indirect taxes in particu
lar is on the customs revenue. Rice exports provide revenue through
an export duty and on "export premium" which is assessed on the
individual trade's sale. Most duties are ad valorem and the highest
duties are on the luxury items. Some tariffs are specific, and some
are both specific and ad valorem.
3
One U.S. Dollar approximate to 20.8 baht.
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Thailand relies heavily on indirect taxes, particularly on
customs duties revenue. In 19©9 such taxes contributed about 80.6
percent of the total revenue. Hia Myint criticizes that "Thailand's
one major weakness: viz. the tardiness In finding alternative sources
4
of taxation to the 'rice premium1 and other taxes on export." In
order to increase government revenue, it is necessary to reexamine
the tax structure and improvement of the tax administration to
reduce tax evation combined with introducing new progressive taxa
tion on profit from land speculation and luxury import goods.
BANK OF THAILAND
The Bank of Thailand was established in 19^2 as the central
bank. It operates as an independent body under government supervi
sion, and all of the capital is owned by the government. As a
central bank, the bank issues notes which were formerly handle by
the Ministry of Finance.
The Bank of Thailand has the important role of supervisor
and regulator of commercial banks. The most well known regulator
was the Commercial Bank Act 1962, which introduced a modern discount
system and variable reserve requirement. The Bank of Thailand's
power <«r tool) over the commercial banks and money supply by using
legal reserve requirement, rediscount rate, open market operations,
and setting themaximum permissible rates for time deposits. Before
1962, the maximum percentage on twelve months deposits and over was
8 percent. Also, the lower ceilings for the shorter term deposits
were the same. Since 1963, the ceiling has been 7 percent Instead
" <»-ndon:
of 8 percent. Also before 1962 commercial banks were required by
the Bank of Thailand to maintain cash reserves equal to at least
10 percent of the deposits, but the requirement made no distinction
between time and demand liabilities.
In 19^2 the legal reserve requirement was reduced to 6 per
cent of deposits, currency holding could not be counted, but the
bank might count Thai government securities* It was the first time
that the banks were permitted to count securities as part of their
legal reserve up to 25 percent of the total requirement* In 1965
this proportion of government securities was increased to 50 percent,
but the total requirement was raised to 7 percent in 1969.
The policy of the Bank of Thailand in the 1960s was to promote
the development of the government development planning, such as the
reduction of commercial banks reserve requirement in 1965, and per
mitted the commercial banks to increase the proportion of government
securities to cash reserves from 25 percent to 50 percent of legal
reserve, thus commercial bank excess reserve increased and the bank
could extend more credit.
The assets of the Bank of Thailand fall into three main forms:
foreign asset; credit to the government; and credit to commercial
banks. The Bank of Thailand holds the largest portion of the official
foreign exchange reserve* By holding a large portion of foreign
exchange reserve and because of the lack of growth of the Bank of
Thailand, credit to the government Is criticized by many Western
economists* Statements such as this are made:
"One of the striking features of Thai economy
is the tenacity with which, even in most unfavorable
internal and external conditions, a cautious and
conservative money policy has been pursued with the
aim of preserving the international strength of the
bant."
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This policy can be traced directly to the preoccupations of King
Chuialongkorn. He was well aware that his country could lose its
5
independence by becoming indebt to foreign creditors.
Though some economists criticized the holding of a large
portion of foreign exchange reserve as a conservative monetary
policy, the Thai economy did achieve a reasonable high degree of
growth and stability during the 1960s due to the stability in its
currency* As Professor Myint mentioned, one of the factors for
achievement of high growth rate of Thailand was the stability of
its currency baht as "Malaya and Thailand have pursued conservative
monetary and fiscal policies and their currencies have been strong
6
and stable." The Bank of Thailand policy is that to maintain the
stability in currency was one of the factors that was helpful to
the success of the development planning*
COMMERCIAL BANK
In 19^5 there were only 2k banking offices in the country,
16 of these were in metropolis. In 1967 banks were operating in
all 71 Provinces. In 1969 there were 604 banking offices, 390 of
these were outside the metropolitan area. Si am Commercial Bank is
the oldest bank*
Foreign banks have not been permitted to open branch offices.
There are about 12 foreign banks (all of them located in Bangkok).
The principal foreign banks are Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking
5
T*H. Si 1 cock, "Thailand Social and Economic Studies In
Development: Money and Banking" (Canberra: Australian University
Press, 1967), p. 170.
6
H. Myint, "Economic Theory and the Underveioped Countries"
(London: Oxford University Press, 1971), p* 35.
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Corporation, the Mercantile Bank of India, Ltd., the Chartered Bank,
the Bank of America, the Nationale Handels Bank N.V., the Bank of
China, and Bank of Canton, Ltd. In 1962 the new Commercial Bank
Act began to restrict the freedom of banks to open new branches
BANK DEPOSITS
The commercial banks1 deposits, particularly time deposit,
rose rapidly in 1962 with about 91.4 percent compared with 1961.
Time deposits average increase was 41.3 percent per year during
1962-66, and 22.1 percent during 1967-71. Demand deposits increase
averaged 7.9 percent per year during 1962-66 and 8.5 percent per
year during 1967-71. Capital funds average increased about 22.0
percent per year during 1962-66 and 17.5 percent during 1967-71.
Before 1964 time deposits had lagged behind demand deposits,
but they drew even level in 1964, and exceeded demand deposits in
1965 (see Appendix A, Table C). The growth in time deposits implies
the importance of increasing private savings, followed by greatly
increasing the lending power of the banking system. At the end of
1969 time deposits (17,389.2 million baht) were nearly equal to
money supply (17,988.8 million baht). Time deposit increased because
of the interest of time deposits (7%) and the government revoked
the income tax exemption for interest on time deposits. Thus making
it more attractive to people to save more and the commercial banks
were competing actively for time deposits funds. The growth of time
deposits has been also encouraged by the Bank of Thailand through
its reserve requirements, and by the government through its issurance
of bonds (tax exempt until 1969), which offer commercial banks a
safe reserve. The bonds can also be counted as part of reserves of
the banks up to 50 percent of the requirement reserves, formerly only
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25 percent*
COMMERCIAL BANK USES OF FUNDS
Commercial banks are like other financial institution*
Commercial banks make loans and investments by using deposits* act
as securities underwriters and brokers, administer estates and
provide safety deposit facilities, but commercial banks are unlike
other financial institutions that is only commercial banks can
create and destroy money and allow the creditor of the banks to
transfer claims to money through the use of checks*
Loans usually are the largest category of banks assets,
investment usually indirectly through the various security markets
is mostly for the government securities* Loan and overdraft average
increased 19*** percent per year (see Appendix A, Table 0) during
1962-66 and 17.** percent during 1967-71 • Discount average increased
about 11*9 percent during 1962-66 and 15*6 percent during 1967-71•
Trust receipt average increased 19*8 percent per year in the late
1960s, average Increased during 1967-71 was only 3*1 percent per
year. The rate of growth of discount and trust receipt in 1969 rose
only 2*5 percent and 2 percent respectively! compared with 1968*
Due to the Bank of Thailand increased discount rates in 1969 from
8 percent to 11 percent, emphasis in rediscount policy had been on
the quality of credit in order to restrain bank borrowing. Commer
cial bank loans including overdrafts and discounts in 1970 total
26,763*1 million baht or equaled to 82*3 percent of the total deposit
(32,51*1.3 million baht).
MONEY SUPPLY
Money supply "consists of currency and demand deposits owned
by the non-bank public*" Changes in the quantity of money are
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significant, because they are associated with changes in the flow of
expenditure for goods and services, subsequently it will affect the
price, employment, and people's economic welfare as well.
During 1962-68 the money supply increased at an average of
about 9.1 percent per year, and increased about 7.4 percent per year
during 1969-71. Before 1969 net foreign assets contributed greatly
to the expansion of the money supply with net claims on government
and private sectors only slightly affecting the expansion. After
1969 this situation has been reversed. The growth rate declined to
only 4.1 percent. Due to the falling in foreign asset, net claims
on government have Increased sharply, but the decreasing of foreign
reserve has partly offset the expansion in the money supply on a net
basis and dropped well below the 1968 figure of 10 percent to 4.1
and 8.1 percent in 1969 and 1970 respectively (see Appendix A,
Table E).
The quantity of currency and demand deposits rose from about
11,075.4 million baht in 1961 to 17,988.8 million baht in 1969. The
rise in the quantity of money supply being particularly rapid from
1965 to 1968, but the ratio of money to assets decreased largely in
1969 in response to time deposits expansion. In I969 the amount of
time deposit was 17,389.2 million baht, while money supply amounted
to 17,988.8 million baht. The ratio between currency and demand
deposits has been virtually constant on the order of sixty for
currency and thirty for demand deposits.
The velocity has been virtually constant on the order of six.
Stable velocity implies that money and income have grown in proportion
7
V7." ?\ "«•>»# noney ana cne tconomy" (New York: Harcourt.
Brace and World. Inc.). ». ?7«. '
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to each other, which also means that money and income are highly
correlated, while changes in the rate of the velocity of money are




There are some arguments among the economists as to whether
International trade or foreign trade stimulate economic growth or
not* Among them. Professor W. Arthus Lewis, one of the advocates
of international trade suggested that:
"Economic growth and foreign trade are
Intimately connected* Trade can stimulate
growth, if exports are tending to Increase
faster than imports, or be a brake on growth
If imports are tending to Increase faster
than exports* One of the important objectives
of developing planning 1s, therefore, to ensure
that the rate of growth of output, the propensity
to import and the rate of growth of exports are
mutually consistent***."1
FOREIGN TRADE
Thailand's balance of trade deficit in 1961 was 290 million
bant (see Table 5-1)» and rose sharply to 1,975 million baht In
1962 or 581.0 percent over 1961* Trade deficit in 1964 is 33*8
percent less than that in 1963. Thailand's merchandise exports,
mostly are agricultural products. The average growth rate of
exports during 1961-69 was *f*8 percent per year, while import was
growing at 1),k percent per year. The trade balance rose sharply
1
W. Arthur Lewis, "Development Planning: The Essential of
Economic Policy" (New York: Harper and Row Co., 1966), p. 38*
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in 1967 to 82.1 percent over 1966, due to a setback in agriculture
as a result of the drought. The trade deficit grew from 4,405
million baht in 1966 to 8,022 million bant in 1967* The decline
in exports in 1968 was caused mainly by the drop in earning from
rice, tin, metal, kenaf, and jute*
TABLE 5-1








































































































Export In 1969 totaled 14,722 million baht while imports
totaled 25,966 million baht, resulting in another record of 11,244
million baht in the balance of trade. For 1970 the performance of
agricultural sector was better than 1969. Thailand's trade deficit
rose from 11,244 million baht in 1969 to 12,237 million baht in 1970
or 8.8 percent over I969. The rise in exports was mostly on the
volume side, while the overall trade earnings even declined. This
was caused mainly by the drop in prices of the many commodities.
2
Though the import dropped sharply, the reason for the growing deficit
was the stagnation of export receipts in the face of continually
import growing payment.
In 1971 the drain in the country's foreign exchange reserves
had been reduced, because of the improvement in tie trade balance.
3
The decline in foreign reserves amounted to 2.6 billion baht in 1970
as compared with 0.9 billion baht in I969, and was estimated to amount
to 0.8 billion baht in 1971. The reduction in trade deficit Indicates
an effective treatment of the problems of foreign trade. The situa
tion in the foreign trade sector in 1971 was slightly more vavorabie
than in the previous year because of the better performance in the
production of major export commodities and higher demand for some
items such as maize, but rice continued to have market difficulties
as In the previous year.
Though the balance of trade is deficit every year, but the
payment is always surplus, because of substantial capital inflow,
Import dropped sharply in response to the slower growth in
government policy increasing in custom Import duties more than
200 items in July 1970.
3
T1_ Jt U*N. Economic Survey of Asia and the Far East 1Q71 (Bangkok,
Thailand!1972), p. 152."""
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transfer payment from abroad, U.S. military expenditure 1n Thailand
to cover the trade deficit. However, balance of payments has been
in deficit since 1969 and foreign exchange reserves fell by $44
million in 1969 and $128 million in 1970. The main reasons were
that imports increased more than exports, decline in inflow of
foreign capital and private investment, transfer payment combination
with decreasing U.S. military expenditure in Thailand.
TRADE WITH JAPAN
Japan is Thailand's biggest trading partner. Since 1957
Thailand's trade has been in deficit. In 1962 the total deficit
with all of the countries was 1,975 million bant, while Thai's trade
deficit with Japan was 2,005 million baht, which was even more than
the total deficit of Thailand. Thailand's exports to Japan in I967
was 3»000 million baht (see Table 5-2), while imports were 8,046
million baht. As a result, Thailand suffered a deficit with Japan
of 5,046 million baht compared to 3,642 million baht in 1966.
In June 1968 Mr. Bunchana Atthakorn, the Minister of Economic
Affairs, appointed a committee to study the trade deficit problem,
especially with Japan. The percentage of Thailand1* import from
Japan has been high since the early 1960s, the trade deficit with
only Japan has been higher than that with all other countries added
together. From I967 Thailand's trade deficit with Japan was always
more than 5,000 million baht.
The committee that was appointed by the Minister of Economic
Affairs reported the reason of the trade deficit with Japan as being:
1. The price of products from Japan are cheaper than those
from other countries with moderate quality.
2. The Japanese exporters give long term credit to Thai
64
Importers.
3. The Japanese exporters survey and research Thai market
and advertisement by themselves, such as the Honda Company.
4. Japanese has invested in industrial plants in Thailand
more than other countries*
TABLE 5-2















































































SOURCE: Department of Custom, Ministry of Finance, Bangkok, Thailand,
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In June 1968 The Ministry of Economic Affairs proposed a
"trade plan" to every country with which Thailand had a deficit.
In the case of Japan, Thailand mission presented officially a trade
to Japan in which agreement would be made between Thailand and
Japan on how the trade deficit would be reduced on a year to year
basis. The result was that Japan rejected this, and indicated Its
4
unwillingness to increase its buying of Thailand's commodities.
Therefore, the problem could be solved by finding new markets
for Thai commodities diversifying exports, at the same time increas
ing production at home for export, and reduce the Import from Japan
for the luxury items. The government has increased in custom import
duties more than 200 items in July 1970. However, though the total
deficit 8.2 percent decreased, the total of imports from Japan is
still 37.4 percent (see Table 5-3) of the total Thai imports. This
is because Japanese products have become to be the daily life products
used for Thai people.
In my opinion, in order to reduce import from Japan, the Thai
government has to change the attitude of the Thai people that the
Japanese products are better than Thai products. At present, Thai
land can produce several kinds of import substitutions such as T.V.
sets, transister radios, etc., but Thai people still use the same
products that are produced in Japan. Besides the changing of Thai
attitude that has been mentioned, the government should try to improve
the quality and reduce the cost of the Thai products in order to
"Report of the Committee to Study the Trade Deficit Problem:
Ministry of Economic Affairs" (Bangkok, Thailand, 1972), pp. 8-9.
5
This attitude, in fact, use to happen in Japan for the
Japanese attitude toward their products about fifteen years ago.
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This table is derived from Table 5-2.
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compete with the price of Japanese products. As a result, this will
help to improve trade deficit as well as social welfare.
EXPORT
The first part of the Korean War (1951-53) made Thailand more
prosperous. The balance of payment surplus, due to the increasing
demand for rubber and tin, both for war and domestic needs, pushed
the price of both rubber and tin up. Another factor to improve export
during that period was the increasing of both, demand and price of
rice and other primary products.
From the last decade, Thailand as one of the low income coun
tries, whose major exports is primary products, have been confronted
with the two problems in export. The first problem is that the demand
for the primary product from the high income countries have declined,
due to the increasing use of synthetic substitute. As Professor Nurke
cited "mainly a reflection of relative sluggishness in external demand
6
emanating from great industrial consumers." The second problem is
the price of the export of the primary products, which are frequently
subject to sharp fluctuation, aost tend to decline. As Professor
Myrdai cited, "most of the underdeveloped countries are saddled with
a basket of traditional export goods—the prices of which have been
lagging behind." Recently, high income countries not only decreased
the demand for primary products from the low countries, but they also
compete with the production of certain low income countries in the
R. Nurkse, "Patterns of Trade and Development: The Wicksell
Lectures" (Stockholm: 1959), p. 26.
7
Gunner Myrdai, "An International Economy" (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1956), p. 231.
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products such as copper, corn, cotton, rice, and other foodstuff*
From these problems, the government has encouraged, in the First
Economic Development Plan, the crops diversification, animal husban
dry, and growing of previously imported agricultural products such
as jute and sugar.
The export of goods increased at a satisfactory rate during
1959 to 1964 with 10.3 percent per year. The growth rate of export
declined to only 4.7 during 1964 to I967. In 1968 the total value
of export was even lower than 1967, due to poor crops in 1967-68.
The total value of exports in 1969 rose again at the rate of 11.3
percent. The average growth rate of exports during 1967-69 was
around 3,7 percent per year.
RICE
Thailand is one of the world's most important exporters of
rice. Rice export has always been the largest export of the total
exports of Thailand. In i960 rice export was less than the rubber in
value. The production of rice was about 6 percent of the total world
production and the export of Thai rice was about 28 percent of the
total world export in I965.
Rice exports always fluctuate year by year, but the amount of
exports always above one million metric tons. Thai's exports goes
to the Philippines, Japan, West Malaysia, and Indonesia. Thailand
began to export rice to South Vietnam in 1966 because of the war.
The amount of rice export rose sharply from 11.5 percent in 1963 to
1964 (see Appendix B, Table A), and the value increased from 5.7
percent to 28.2 percent. But the rice export in 1966 decreased to
',507,550 metric tons value at 4,001 million bant because of the
volume of production was less than that in 1965 about 20 percent and
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the rice export continued to decline until 1969. The output of rice
slightly increased in 1970*
During 19&7* about 19 million acres of paddy was produced and
the output was about 9,595,000 metric tons, 1,482,272 metric tons of
rice export were valued at 4,653 million baht which was one third of
the total export revenue. The total export of rice fell sharply in
1968 and to 20 percent in 1969. The quantity of rice export was only
about 4.9 percent less than 1968, but the export value of rice decreased
about 28 percent. The reason was due to the rapid drop in the export
price, though the output of rice in 1969 (13,346,000 metric tons), or
about 24 percent more than in 1968. Because of the bad weather, con
dition in 1967-68, the rice exports were restricted by the government
in order to maintain sufficient supplies for domestic consumption.
The result caused the traditional import of Thailand importers of Thai
rice to turn to other sources for supply. The following year or in
1969 even, the rice export quota was relaxed. There were difficulties
in selling rice to the formerly traditional markets, because of com
petition in Thailand's tradition markets from the United States, China
(Mainland), Burma, and Japan. Though the government reduced export
premium, rice exports did not increase. The reason was that foreign
buyers of Thai rice expected a further reduction in the premium and
price. The export price of rice in I969 was 12.3 percent lower than
8
in 1968 and this accounted for the reduction of 15.4 percent in the
value of the total rice exports during 1969. The export price of rice
decreased about 18.5 percent in 1969 due to the stagnation of world
demand and decreased further in 1970.
U.N. Economic Survey of Asia and the Far East (Banqkok.
Thailand:1969), p. 207; 1970, p. 307.
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Thailand's rice export recently has the United States as the
new competitor. The cash sales of the United States rice on world
markets increased sharply to 1.13 million tons in 1967-68 (four times
the 1960.61 level). The United States rice exports seem to expand
further as a result of the overseas office and the promotional
activities of the Rice Council for Market Development, financed as a
joint venture with the United States Department of Agriculture's
Foreign Agricultural Services.
Thailand also faced the prospect of losing the export markets
as the traditional importing nations become self-sufficient. Thai
land has to structure economy by expanding rice production to be more
efficient production of agriculture and industry commodities, both
9
for export and import substitution.
RUBBER
Rubber remains as Thailand's second largest exports. In i960
rubber export slightly exceeded the export of rice in value. Rubber
export rose sharply in 1964 by 16.1 percent over the 1963 period (see
Appendix B, Table A), but after that began to decline. The amount of
rubber export in I967, though about k.2 percent more than 1966, the
total value was 18.9 percent less than in 1966. The rubber exported
in 1967 was 11.1 percent of the total exports. The success of the
rubber replanting project was evident by the 1968 output of 260,000
tons and total export of 252,220 tons or 19.5 percent more than I967.
In 1969 exports increased by 9.6 percent over 1968, but the total
9
a • ,*"Stnry ?V!!e 196Os' U-S* Rice in Wor1d Trade: Foreign
Agriculture- (ed.) Robert A. Bieber, and John T. Hopkins (United
States Department of Agriculture, March 1970), pp. 4.5.
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value increased about 46.7 percent over 1968. This was due to an
increase of 34.9 percent in export price. World rubber prices
increased highly in 1969, but in 1970 both price and export volume
decreased. The reason was due to the decrease in demand from the
U.S.S.R., China (Mainland), and the United States. The result was
a drop in earnings, and the total export amount dropped to 275,610
metric tons valued at 2,232 million baht. Compared with 19*9, export
volume and value fell at 3 percent and 16.2 percent respectively,
while prices were 13 percent lower on the average. The United King
dom, Italy, France, Federal Republic of German, Japan, and Malaysia
continued to be the main export market for Thai rubber.
Agricultural commodities have expanded in amount, but the
gain from agriculture exports is still far from satisfactory. The
Bangkok Bank, Ltd. put forth criticisim about the natural rubber,
saying thats
"Although it remains the second most important
foreign exchange earner, the progress of the replant-
ing scheme has been so slow that even half a century
from now, ,t is doubtful whether the full results from
its development can be realized. Besides, by that
time, natural rubber may fall out of use in the world...."10
MAIZE
Maize exports increased sharply in 1963 by 57.5 percent and
64.9 percent higher than in 1962 in volume and in value respectively
(see Appendix B, Table B), and further increased sharply in 1964
with 49 percent and 62.6 percent in volume and value more than in
1963. However, it declined sharply both by volume and value in 1965.
p. 32.
10
Bangkok Bank. LTD. Annual Report IQ71 (Bangkok, 1972),
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Maize export declined 0.3 percent percent in ,969, compared with a
sharp rise of 35.8 percent in 1968. As a result of the increase of
*t.7 percent in the export price against the decline in 1968, the
export decreased 0.3 percent, but the value of exports still increased
7.6 percent over 1968. Japan had become a big purchaser of Thai
maize since 1961 under the second part of setting the special Yen
account*
Maize exported strongly in 1968. From the short harvest of
1967, the export value rose by 14.8 percent. Most of maize is
grown for export to Japan on the basis of a contract that stipulated
the United States price. When the longshoremens strike in the
United States held up export toward the end of the year, Thai exports
to Japan had to be sold well below world prices." Efforts to
renegotiate the price with the Japanese importing group proved futile.
Thailand-s share in the market constituted 8, percent of the region's
total maize exports in ,970. !„ ,970 maize ranked third among Thai-
I.nd-s export items, next only to rice and rubber. „.!«. export
value of 1,857 million baht in ,970 represents ,2.6 percent of the
total earnings for that year of 14.772 mi,lion baht. The exports
were practically a,, directed to the region, principal^ Singapore
and Malaysia.
KENAF AND JUTE
With the country', policy of diversified agriculture, there




p. 568. "nqkOlC Bankf lTP' "°nth1r R"*ffl (Bangkok, November 1972),
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(mainly kenaf) in I960. Kenaf increased from 30,000 tons in 1958
to 142,440 tons in 1961 due to crop failure in Pakistan and the
government promotion in the Northeast region of the country. In
1965 output of kenaf and jute reached 316,986 tons or 95.6 percent
(see Appendix B, Table C) more than in 1964 and the value increased
to 122.6 percent more than 1964. In 1965 jute was only 227 tons,
while kenaf was 316,759 tons. The increase in output was stimulated
by the higher prices and also because of the Pakistan's cessation
of jute exports to India.
The volume of exports of kenaf and jute dropped about 11.6
percent in 1969, but the value rose by 15 percent because of a 25
percent increase in price. However, the value of exports in 1970
was likely to have fallen by 7.8 percent, because of a decline in
export prices.
TIM
The building of a large tin smelter in Phuket enabled Thailand
to export mostly tin ingot, since 1965. Thailand is a participant
in the International Tin Agreement, which operated in 1956. The
largest producers in the ECAFE region were Malaysia, Thailand and
Indonesia in order of importance. Since i960 world demand for tin
has outstripped production, but the price of tin has been controlled




]?^?ns Econora1c Commission for Asia and
? in »W. h« been based in Thailand since
, and in 1970 Bangkok was formally declared its permanent
i;S!« Sir/' ^ °f f0Uf re9i°nal «—'••<•» of the Uni?edNations: ECAFE covers an area reaching from Iran to the West Pacific
flmrJ£?*^rVnKinHAFtm' Eur°pe' and Ut1n *•"'«>. see 'Permanent Mission to U.N. Press Release No. 9, March 28, 1972.
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by the International Tin Council. Generally, the tin price was
steady alt through 19&5 and up to the first quarter of 1966, and
since then has tended to decline. However, at the meeting of the
International Tin Council in July 1966, the floor price was raised
from 1,000 to 1,100 pounds per long ton and the ceiling price from
1,400.
The export of tin in concentrate declined from 22,339 tons
in 1964 to 20,503 tons in 1965 (or dropped 8.2 percent less than in
1964), and dropped further to 18,898 tons or 7*8 percent less than
1965. (See Appendix B, Table D.)
The full operation of the melting plant In 1966 was reflected
in a drastic change in the composition of tin exports. Thailand
began exporting tin metal in September 1965* Tin including ore con
centrates, and metal is the third export of Thailand. In 1966 the
total exports were 1,316 million baht, 12.9 percent higher in value
than in 1965, though the amount of export decreased from 20,503 tons
to 18,898 tons. The government's policy is to encourage the tin
processing within the country, and all future export will be of tin
metal. Tin exports in 1968 were about 11.4 percent below 1967 and
also declined further I969, 1970, and 1971. The export quotas fixed
under the International Tin Agreement required a cut in exports* At
the beginning of 1969, tin export were restricted by the quota of
the International Tin Council. The volume of exports were slightly
lower than in 1968. However, because of the increase of 12.5 percent
in the export price, the value of tin exports in 1969 rose by 8.0
percent over 1968.
15
U.N. Economic Survey of Asia and the Far East 1966 (Bangkok,
Thai 1 and, 1967), p. 132.
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Tin trade improved in 1970 due to the action taken in 1969
by the International Tin Council (ITC) to control production and
export of members. Prices continued to rise reaching I,635 pounds
per metric tons on April 23, 1970 the highest level in five years
due to increasing demands, both for industrial use and speculative
purposes*
TEAK
Teak use to be the important traditional export. It has
declined in the last fre years mainly due to the depletion of supply
and the conservation policy of the government, which limited the
volume of teak trees available for cutting. Teak exports in 1961
was 64,528 cubic metre (see Appendix B, Table D), but in 1962 dropped
to 39,753 cubic metres or about 38.4 percent less than 1961. From
1967 to 1971 the exports of teak continued to decline.
On October 18, 1967, the tax levies on teak exports was raised
from 10 percent ad valorem to 30-40 percent according to the type
of the product (log squares, or conversions). Since then the price
of Thai teak has become higher and less competitive with prices of
other producers such as Burma, Indonesia, and Hong Kong, formerly an
important buyer of Thai teak, switched to buy logs from Burma and
Indonesia for conversion.
In 1970 teak exports amounted to 28,763 cubic metres, valued
at 156 million bant or 0.8 percent dropped in volume and 6 percent
dropped in value compared with 1969. Them major customers of Thai
16
Bangkok World. December 30, I969.
17
MPermane,nt M^s1on of Thailand to the United Nations, Press
No. 1. January 27, 1972, pp. 11.12. '
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teak are the United States, Italy, Denmark, and the Federal Republic
of Germany, Japan, and Taiwan. The export duty on teak log and
square was reduced from 40 percent ad valorem to 25 percent and teak
conversions from 30 percent ad valorem to 10 percent as of February
18
6, 1970 in order to compete with other markets*
IMPORT
Thailand's import has been increased rapidly* Between 19*3
and 1968, it nearly doubled, and rose from 18.5 percent of the GNP
to over 21 percent. Some of these imports were directly related
to the additional military transactions, such as construction
equipment and petroleum products required to construct the military
19
bases*
During the past decade, the pattern of import has changed
significantly. In i960 import of consumer goods amounted to 35.0
percent of the total Import, intermediate products and raw materials
18.1 percent, capital goods 24.6 percent, and other imports 22.3
percent. The consumer goods Imports in 1965 were 27.0 percent, inter
mediate products and raw materials 20.8 percent, capital goods 30.9
percent, and other imports 21.3 percent. In 1969 the percentage
shares were 22.8, 22.6, 35.3, and 19.3 percent respectively, which
indicated the growing importance of imports of capital goods,
intermediate goods anf raw materials.




Emile Benoit, "Effects of U.S. Defense Expenditure in
Thailand, Southeast Asia's Economy in the 1970s" (Londons Longman,
1971), p. 635.
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average annual rate of increase in 13 percent during the previous
five years. The increase was mainly because of an increase in
import duties on more than 200 items on July 1, 1970. Consumer
import goods decreased were food, tobacco, beverage, clothing, tex
tile, woven goods, footwear, and household goods. Imports which
increased were seeds, medical and pharmaceutical products, motor
bicycle and spare parts. Other imports which decreased were
fertilizers manufactures, insecticides, metal manufactures, tractors,
electrical machinery and parts, and locomotive vehicals and their
components, including passenger cars busses, trucks.
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
The balance of payment position of Thailand was strengthened
during the early Korean War and continued strong until late 1952.
In the 1960s a large inflow of foreign capital and transfer payments
from abroad, increased the expenditure of the United States military
in Thailand and dynamic role of the private sector combined with the
successfully undertaken program of expansion and diversification in
agricultural production for exports, investment in irrigation, trans
portation, power that facilitate for production, that enabled Thailand
to have a^substantial amount of both import and foreign exchange
reserves.
However, import rose at a faster rate than export and the
result was that trade deficit rose sharply from $94 million in 1962
to $532 million in 1969. The drought in 1967 reduced the 1967-68
rice crop and the results effected in slower growth of exports and
20
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gross domestic product in 1967 than 1966, at the same time, import
of both consumer goods and capital equipment showed further increase.
Overall balance of payment in 1968 was almost in equilibrium.
Though exports declined, imports continued to increase rapidly and
the trade balance deficit rose sharply. However, the deficit was
largely offset by a rise in receipts for services, and large increases
in official grants, combined with the expenditure of the United States
military bases in Thailand and increase in receipts of IBRD loans
and private long term capital. Also in 1969 merchandise exports had
risen only by 1.7 billion baht to 14.4 billion baht, while import
had risen by 10.3 billion baht to 25.5 billion. The excess of
21
merchandise import over exports thus rose to 11.1 billion baht.
The total earning from the United States military spending
was about $27 million in I963, and rose to about $318 million in 1968.
This increase is estimated to be 45 percent of Thailand's exports
and 5.3 percent of the GNP in 1968, but dropped to $170 million in
1969. As a result, in 1969 for the first time in a decade, Thailand
had difficulties with a deficit in balance of payment, inflow of
foreign capital, and the foreign reserves fell by $48 million from
December 1968 to December 1969. The overall balance (see Table 5-4)
recorded a surplus of 449.1 million baht in 1968 became 913 million
deficit and the deficit increased to 2,652 million in 1970 or 190.2
percent higher than 1969.
In 1970 the overall balance deficit increased sharply mainly
because exports were affected unfavorable due tothe rubber and rice
price decline, and because of the approach to self-sufficiency in the
21
James C Ingram, "Economic Changes in Thailand 1850-1970"
(California: Stanford University, 1971). p« 314.
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major importing countries, and by the supply of rice on the concessional
22
term by the United States and Japan, slow expansion of the total
exports, though increase in import was small, but the receipt from
the United States military spending declined. As a result, the over
all balance of payments deficit rose sharply from 913.8 million bant
in 1969 to 2,652.0 million baht in 1970 or 190,2 percent higher than
1969.
Though official reserves remained high in early 1970, the
authorities tried to reduce the balance of payments deficit by
encouraging increased production of export goods, and also increase
in custom import duties of more than 200 items,and other taxes on
July 1, 1970 in order to restrict non-essential imports. However,
though the taxes were increased, there still was a shift toward
larger cash deficits in the government spending on economic develop
ment and national security. The result from all of these factors
made Thailand have difficulties in balance of payment deficit.
INTERNATIONAL AID
International aid or external financial 'aid1 as Professor
Gerald M. Meier defined:
"Refers to only that part of capital inflow
which is not based on normal market incentives,
but is instead made on concessionary terms. Thus,
grants of freely convertible currency constitute
aid (the aid-component being greater, the longer
the grace and maturity periods, and the lower the
interest rate, and private foreign investment, and
snort-term capital movements are excluded.•.."23
22
IMF Annual Report I971 (Washington, D.C.: 1972), p. 125.
23
.,, ,H G*Calfl M'uMeier' "The International Economics of Develop
ment" (New York: Harper and Row, 1968), p. 96.
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In general it is accepted that the progress of economic and social
development in underdeveloped countries requires external resources
inflow. External financial aid is one element of resources inflow
to the underdeveloped countries, but the degree of aid may be
different. The economic effectiveness of aid can achieve the deve
lopment goat only when it is not in terms of commercial, political,
or military advantage of the donor country. The degree of softness
or hardness of terms should vary among the countries receiving aid,
and not all recipient countries need the same degree of cessionary
terms. The burdensome feature of debt structure in many developing
countries is the heavy-borrowing on short term loans while long term
loans have been difficult to obtain. Short term money has been
overabundant, particularly in the form of supplier's credit to finance
2k
imports of industrial goals. The 'tied aid1 is frequently very
inefficient since it obliges the recipient country to obtain expen
sive or unwanted products available more cheaply from other sources
25
of supply*
There are two institutions which have been charged with the
responsibility of negotiating for the allocation of external
assistance to several projects of Thai government. The Bank of Thai
land, on behalf of Thailand, carries out negotiations with the World
2k
W.A. Lewis, "Development Planning," Allen and Unwin, 1966,
pp. 1^0-142; I.M.D, Little and J.M. Clifford, "International Aid,"
Allen and Unwin, 1965, pp. 209-210, 250-252. Gerald M. Meier, "The
International Economics of Development" (New Yorks Harper and Row.
1968), pp. 108, 129-130.
25
Kiyoshi Kojima, Saburo Okita and Peter Drysdale, "Southeast
Asia's Economy in the 1970s: Foreign Economic Relation," Asian
Development Bank (London: Longman, 1971), p. 328.
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Bank* Thai Technical and Economic Committee T.T.E.C. (subdivision
of the National Economic Development Board), deals with the assis
tance from other sources* The external assistance for the private
sector has been channeled through the Industrial Finance Corporation
of Thailand (IFCT), which was established in 1959 to cooperate and
encourage the private investors both Thai and also foreigners*
The foreign aid received by Thailand has not followed any
single comprehensive pattern* A large part of the aid has been in
response to political strategic situation, and to some extend the
limit effectiveness to date of national economic planning in the
26
country* The World Bank, the United States, and West Germany have
been the principal suppliers of external assistance to Thailand.
World Bank, the Special Fund of the United Nations, and the
specialized agencies of the United Nations loan have been the direct
goal of economic development, primarily to infrastructure* The Bank
prefers to lend only for soundly planned programs. The World Bank
has given terms to Thailand ranging from 15-25 years, with 3-3A to
5-3A percent of interest. The loans have permitted from 22 months
to six years for the first repayment of principal and all repayment
has to be made in currency of the loan. The World Bank granted the
largest single loans for $66 million for the Yunhee Dam Project for
irrigation, flood control and hydro-electric project, and also
provided loans for other irrigation projects, roads, ports, and state
26
Friedman G* Wolfgang, George Kaimanoff and Robert F. Meagher,
"International Financial Aid" (New York: Columbia University Press,
1969), p. 237.
27
W.M* Corden and H.V. Richter, "Trade and the Balance of
Payment" (ed.) T.H. Silcock, Thailand Social and Economic Studies
in Development (Canberra: Australian National University Press,
1967), p. 139.
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railways. World Bank loans to the Industrial Finance Corporation
is a way of channeling World Bank funds to private industries,
economic advisor, and technical assistances as well* Between 1950-66
World Bank granted fourteen loans to Thailand with a total princi
pal of $228 million.
The motivation of the United States are more complex political,
and strategic consideration are important factors. The United States
rose sharply after the communist takeover of North Vietnam. Thailand
is the member and the headquarter of SEATO also a strategic center,
but there is no doubt that some of the aid from the United States
is purely developmental. The United States aid to Thailand consists
of military and economic aid. Economic aid consisting of grants
distributed through the International Cooperation Administration
(I.C.A.), and the Agency for International Development (A.I.D.), from
loans made by the Development Loan Fund and the Export-Import Bank.
The United States loans to Thailand have ranged from 3 to 5-3A
percent, first repayment of the principal has been deferred from eight
months to five years* The A.I.D, policy has been to require repay
ment in dollars, a higher interest will be charged if the repayment
is made in local currency.
In recent years, Australia faced with reducing European markets
owing to EEC, Japan and West German all have commercial ties with
Thailand, have a motivation in providing assistance to Thailand in
an attempt to find markets for their expanding industrial activities.
German loans are paid over periods of 18-20 years, with six years
period of grace before the first repayment of capital and interest
rate range from 3 to 6 percent*
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OFFICIAL ASSISTANCE
The official assistance as defined by D.A.C. (Development
Assistance Committee) of the OECD (Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development) consists of official flows on non
commercial terms primarily for development purposes, and export
credits extended by independent government institutions. Official
assistance may be either bi-1ateral or multi-lateral.
The rate of external assistance (excluded grants from private
non-profit organizations abroad) flowed into the Southease Asia
region has increased substantially in the 1960s, partly due to the
greater United States involvement in the Vietnam War in I963. Net
flow of official assistance from D.A.C. countries in Southease
Asia increased by 114.68 percent from $496.7 million dollars per
year in 1960-62 to $1,066.3 million dollars per year in 1968 (see
Table $-5). Official assistance to Thailand average 4.38 percent
of the total amount during I96O-63, increased to 4.45 percent per
year during 1964-68. South Vietnam average official assistance is
about 19.72 of the total percent during 1960-63. It increased
sharply to 47.91 percent during 1964-68.
TABLE 5-4
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and Unrequited Transfers
Capital Movement (other than
group H)
1* Direct Investment
2« Other Private Long-Term
Loans to Government
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3. Other Private Short- Term




Baht Liabilities to IBRD
IDA and ADB
E. Recorded Balance (A through D)
F. Net Errors and Omissions
G. Overall Balance (E plus F)
H. Monetary Movements
1. Net IMF Accounts
2. Private Institutions
(liabilities)
3. Private Institutions Assets
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SOURCE: Bank of Thailand Board of Investment, "Economic Indicators
of Thailand, 1971.
TABLE 5-5
TOTAL OFFICIAL ASSISTANCE TO SOUTHEAST
ASIA AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
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Country Average



































42.1 33.1 46.8 53.6 60.9 70.3





























496.7 527.5 527.9 647.7 865.8 1,018.8 1,066.3
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
SOURCE: Committee for Economic Development, "Development Assistance
to Southeast Asia," New York, 1970, p. 28.
Official assistance to Thailand average 4.38 percent of the total
amount during 1960-63, increased to 4.45 percent per year during
1964-68. South Vietnam's average official assistance is about 19.72




Thailand started the First Six Year Plan In 1961 and the
Second Five Year Plan in I967. The country has attained a growth
rate of 6 percent per annum or higher. During the 1960s the average
growth rate of domestic products at constant prices is above 5
percent and 7 percent for the period between 1960-65. The gross
domestic product at market prices increased at an average rate of
7.6 percent per annum during the year 196I-65 and 5.5 percent for
the period 1966-69. The per capita GOP fn I969 reached only 2,872
million baht in constant prices under the pressure of a high rate
of population growth. Total agriculture production increased at
an average annual rate of 5 percent during 1960-68 due to enlarging
of the land under cultivation.
Thailand also accomplished high percentage of gross fixed
investment with a growth rate of about 22 percent per year on the
average and reached 26.6 percent in 1968. Undoubtedly the high
level of capital formation was the factor which contributed to the
high rate of growth. The expansion of capital formation has been
financed largely from domestic savings and private foreign invest
ment as well as foreign assistance. Although the trade balance has
shown a deficit, the balance of payment still registers a surplus
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because foreign official assistance and U.S. military spending in
Thailand met the trade deficit for Thailand until 1968.
Although Thailand has achieved a high growth rate during
1961-68, from 1969 onward the country has been faced with problems.
The imports have increased rapidly, while the exports since 1967
have remained relatively stagnant, refnforece by a decline in the
"windfall in foreign exchange" of U.S. military spending, in pri
vate foreign investment, and in official foreign assistance. As
a result a deficit appeared for the first time in the decade;
foreign exchange reserve dropped to about $48 million in 1969, and
at the same time government expenditures increased rapidly
(particularly defense which was non productive) while the government
revenue increased slowly. All this led to an Inadequate fiscal
situation.
The main problems that confront the Thai economy are as
follows: trade deficit, the result of the loss of foreign reserve;
a budget deficit, income disparities and rapid rate of increase in
population and the labor force.
U.S. withdrawal from South Vietnam is not only a substantial
lose of foreign exchange earning to cover the trade deficit, but
also forces Thailand to increase her armed forces for security. As
a result, Thai's defense expenditures have risen from 2.3 to k.9
billion baht between 1967 and 1969. The defense expenditure now is
nearly 5 percent of the GDP. From this experience, Thailand should
now be aware that it should try to be more self-supporting and not
rely so highly on foreign assistance. Thailand's future economic
growth can be based securely on her own domestic policies, though
this may entail some suffering at the beginning. In the long run
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Thailand will gain more from economic independence and vigorous
economic development.
Thailand, therefore, has to make suitable adjustments in
order to eliminate or solve the problems confronting her economy.
To achieve this goal, the following policy recommendations will
be appropriate:
1. Expand the Exports and Reduce the Imports. The exports,
stagnant since 1967, should be stimulated, since exports play a
major role as a source for foreign exchange earnings. Thai exports
to neighboring countries may be increased more rapidly if the export
credit and quality control of export is improved. Thailand should
switch to export product policies in order to expand the market.
Since the small ness of the domestic market make the product high
priced and restraint in the setting up of new industries with targe
scale production. Import substitution in the small domestic market
leads to protective tariff for the domestic market, thus generally
restraining the protected firms from becoming efficient, and giving
the foreign investment the advantage of tariff protection for the
parent office.
To escape the narrowness of the domestic market regional
economic cooperation among the Southeast Asian Countries should be
encouraged* E?ch country should produce only those products which
she has the higher comparative advantage when compared with other
countries. By doing this it will enable the most efficient Indus
tries to achieve economy of scale. Unfortunately, many countries
in this area have the same products and each country has been trying
independently to develop its economy without thought of its neigh
boring countries. Since i960 there has been an emphasis on the need
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for better regional economic cooperation, but there are still some
difficulties. Each country tries to develop its own industries,
but is afraid of neighboring economic and political dependencies in
the long run. It may take some time before trust in regional
cooperation can be accomplished*
Tourists, the third in rank as a source of revenue compared
with other exports, is another substantial source of foreign exchange
earning for Thailand. In order to substitute the loss of foreign
exchange earning from U.S. military expenditure in Thailand, Thailand
should promote tourism; many things can be done to attract a large
number of tourists from abroad*
While expanding exports, imports should be reduced in order
to decrease or even eliminate the trade deficit, particularly be
emphasizing the products that can be produced within the country. To
achieve this objective, the government should change the demonstra
tion effect of the people who try to adapt from Westerners and
encourage the people to use their domestic products*
2* Increase in Government Revenues and the Minimization of
Government Spend ings. Most of the government revenue
comes from taxes, particularly on indirect taxes from export-import
duties* To increase the government revenue, many loopholes now in
the tax laws and the administration should be closed in order to
reduce tax evasion, particularly income taxes on personal and business
corporate income taxes. At the same time higher taxes should be
imposed on land speculation, luxury products, high income groups,
and those who receive large benefits from the society* This will
reduce income disparity between the people as well*
On the government side, the expenditures could be cut on various
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kinds of waste. The government now employs a large number of
employees. Though the salaries are very low this led to corrup
tion. This has produced a surplus of employees with low
productivity. The government should reduce the employees, thus
increase the efficiency and salaries for them. By doing this, the
government can reduce the expenditure, the employees will have a
better standard of living and the same time, it may be possible to
reduce corruption in the system.
Many of the state enterprises such as paper, sugar factories,
etc., clearly show a loss every year instead of a profit. The
main reason for this is inefficient management and corruption. The
government should sell all the state owned enterprises (not concerned
with public utilities) to private investors.
Saving is a cruial factor for the developing countries, since
it is one of the most important ways of capital accumulation. Before
1968, Thailand had a large domestic saving rate, but since 1968, the
saving rate has declined.
In order to encourage private savings the interest rate on
saving and time deposits should be raised to an attractive level,
particularly, interest on time deposits should be raised from 7 per
cent to 8 percent per year. Insurance, especially life insurance,
should be emphasized, because it is a big source of long term
savings and suitable for long term investment. Also it promotes
social security for the people. The government can save on its own
expenditure for social security and welfare if people increase
private life insurance. For these reasons the government should
improve the insurance regulations and install a suitable up-to-date
premium rate. Also to make life insurance more attractive, the
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government should partially exempt some of the Income taxes of those
people who have Hfe insurance on progress rates.
3* Increase the Productivity. The country can increase
productivity by improving its labor skill through technical education,
building transportation, increasing its power resources, and also
by using its resources efficiently.
The infrastructure sector or large scale modern social over
head project such as multi-purpose dames and super highways, etc.,
concentrated on during the period of the First and the early period
of the Second Plan which still remained underutillze should be made
productive-full utilization will cut costs of production.
Thailand has cheaper labor than some of the neighboring coun
tries such as Taiwan and Singapore, but many of the labors are
unskilled. Subsequently this has become one of the factor in the high
cost of production of export products. Thus, some of the exports are
higher priced than neighbor's products. This hampers industrial and
export promotion. Therefore, manpower planning is very important,
technical and professional skills must be provided. J
Many of the government official positions require that the
persons have experience or a special field of study, but still, such
positions are dominated by many high ranking official, usually
soldiers, who do not have such qualifications. This discourages labor
specialization. A few of them have so many positions, they them-
selves, even cannot remember all of their positions. In some cases
official positions become the family industries,- relative or persons
who have connections with high ranking officials. As a result, the
system is based on flattering. Human capital or qualified persons
are not fully utilized. This is most discouraging to some of the hard
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working government employees* To increase government employees
productivity, there should be improvement in the selection of the
employees in order to have full utilization of Thai human capital.
To increase the productivity of agriculture, better educa
tion, and introduction of modern technology directly to the farmers
themselves is also essential. Cooperatives should be Increased to
act as a government agency to give credit to farmers and restrict
the economic activities of the middleman and the money lender.
Then the benefits will go to the farmers directly. In order to
reduce the cobweb problem or the fluctuation in the amount of supply
of the agricultural products due to price change. The government
should give more information about the demand of agricultural product
by market research and Increase the buffer stocks by buying excess
supplies. This will assure stable markets with stable prices.
4. The Reduction of the Income Disparity. Achievement attri
buted to increasing in per capita income is not the sole measure of
increase in human welfare. Per capita income growth tells us nothing
about the change In income distribution or the level of standard of
living of the population.
Thailand achieved the progress in economic development during
the First Plan, but the overall economic progress still lies on the
fact that there were disequaiities of Income distribution, particularly
the difference between the rural and urban areas. This led not only
to economic problems, but also social and political problems. This
experience shows that to achieve the goal of development, we have to
consider social justice as well as economic development factors.
Income disparity causes the tendency to aggravate certain
social political problems, particularly to the security management of
the country and easy for communist infiltrators to propagandize
Thai people who are poor to become 'a fifth column1 or spy for
communists inside Thailand. The suppression of this problem by armed
forced cannot root out the problem, because it is not the way to
solve the original cause of the problem. To be successful in solving
this problem, the government should concentrate on the reduction of
income disparity* If people have good education and are not so poor,
it will not be easy for them to subject themselves to the communist
propaganda, because by nature human beings love freedom.
To reduce the income disparity there need to be some appro
priate adjustment in the society such as:
a) The government should have tax reform to reduce the gap
of Income distribution by improving higher tax rates to land specu
lation, luxury goods usually used by rich people, and people who
have high income* However, there should be the ceiling of increasing
rate, otherwise there would be negative or reverse effects such as
an Increase in tax evasion and smuggling*
b) The decentralization policy, which implies that industries
should be distributed throughout the country. It will reduce
unemployment, underemployment, increase more employment and income to
the people in the rural areas. If the industries are located near
the raw material resources, it will also lower the cost of transpor
tation (less cost than located in Bangkok)* Lastly, it will reduce
the cost of production if it is an export product* It will stimulate
export, Increase foreign trade, and decrease trade deficit*
c) Reduction of the population growth* Population growth is
the hard core problem, which induces the subsequent problems such as
education, health, unemployment, prevented the growth in per capita
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and etc. Population growth rate exceeds 2 percent per year is
about 3.2 percent, which is rather too high. The modern technical
world at present needs qualified people not quantity.
Declining in population rate will reduce the labor force and
unemployment, as a result it will increase employment opportunity
and income. Finally, the gap of income disparity will be reduced.
In attempting to lower the rate of population, family plann
ing programs will have to be concentrated as priority and policy,
especially in the rural areas or among the poor people who have many
children and believe that having many children is a kind of prestige.
If the government adapts this policy that has been recommended,
I believe that the problem can be solved, or at least some efforts























































































SOURCE: Bank of Thailand.
1
Representing only actual expenditures as appropriated in the
National Government Budget and excluding those financed by external
loans and grants*





















































































































SOURCE: Comptroller General's Department, Bangkok Bank Ltd. Monthly
Review, November 1972, p. 589. 7
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SOURCE: Bank of Thailand, Bangkok Bank Ltd. Monthly Review,
November 1972, p. 593.
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SOURCE: Bank of Thailand, Bangkok B*nk Ltd. Monthly Review,
November 1972, p. 593.
TABLE E















1961 6,511.7 ^,563.7 11#075.4
1962 6,573.4 4,519.9 11,093.3
1963 6,660.3 3*541.2 10,201.5
1964 7,265.8 3,672.0 10,937.8
1965 8,124.5 4,792.3 12,916.8
1966 9,370.9 5,285.6 14,656.5
1967 9,823.9 5,882.4 15,706.3


































EXPORTS OF RICE AND RUBBER
Rice Rubber













































































































































































































































































SOURCE: Department of Custom, Ministry of Finance, Bangkok,
Thai land*
1960-1964 tin concentrates only.
1965-1967 concentrates and tin metal combined.
From 1968 tin metal only.
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